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Abstract
In this thesis, I explore the use of non-linear wavelet techniques to estimate the order and
scale of velocity discontinuties in the mantle transition zone through waveform analysis of
Pds converted waves. The converted phases are isolated through a single station/multiple
event receiver function technique which uses a wavelet deconvolution and denoising known
as WaRD. It is an edge-preserving damped least squares solution with a small water level
and subsequent wavelet thresholding. The deconvolved data is then imaged through an
imaging technique which maps the conversions to the depth domain. The Pds phases are
then isolated through a windowing and weighting, and then matched to a fractional order
spline using a greedy matching pursuit algorithm.
The data for this study consists of 2 Australian stations, CAN (Geoscope) and WRAB
(IRIS), and 5 Japanese stations (JIZ, SGN, TKA, TMR, and TYM) from the F-Net array
(formerly Freesia). CAN and WRAB are located in a relatively quiet continental tectonic
setting, while the Japanese stations are in a more complex subduction zone environment.
TKA (southern Japan) and TMR (northern Japan) are each thought to be underlain by a
single subducting slab. JIZ, SGN, and TYM are located in central Japan where the Pacific
and Philippine plates meet, and the subduction zone is thought to be very complex, with 2
slabs intersecting directly below these stations.
Order and scale estimates for both Pds phases were obtained for CAN, WRAB, and
SGN, and only P410s and P660 estimates were obtained for JIZ and TYM, respectively.
Signal complexity in the image stacks prevented the determination of order estimates in
either Pds phase for TKA and TMR. Order and scale estimates for the 410km discontinuity
range between 0.325-0.450, and 18-35, respectively. Estimates for the order and scale of
the 660km discontinuity range between 0.225-0.325 and 23-31, respectively. The order
estimates for the P410s at CAN and WRAB were lower (0.325) than the estimates at JIZ
and SGN (0.400-0.450), while the order estimates for the P660s at CAN and WRAB were
higher (0.325-0.350) than the estimates for SGN and TYM (0.225-0.275). The results are
consistent with a mixture type model in which the shape of the velocity discontinuity is a
cusp-like feature and is caused by a critical density of one mineral phase with another. The
ability to determine the order and scale and possible lateral variations could have major
implications for the current views of discontinuities in the mantle transition zone.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.0.1 Background
Understanding the elastic properties and the behaviour of the Earth's velocity structure to
the interaction of seismic wavefields is crucial to unraveling the nature of the composition
and flow of the mantle [Lebedev et al., 2002a]. Many techniques have been applied to solve
for the velocity structure of mantle. One technique which is very useful in determining lo-
cal variations in velocity structure is the receiver function analysis of Chevrot et al. [1999].
This method is a single station, multiple event technique which identifies converted Pds
phases from mantle velocity transitions. Study of these conversions can put constraints
on the underlying velocity structure and on variations from a reference velocity model.
The nature of the converted phase can also determine the order of the conversion, i.e. the
shape of the velocity discontinuity from which it was generated. The aim of this study
is to present a new technique for analyzing the converted phases, specifically the P410s
and P660s phases, and find an estimate of the order and extent of the transition. With
knowledge of the order and extent of the transitions, constraints may be placed on miner-
alogic phase transformations within the mantle transition zone. Currently the 410km and
660km velocity discontinuities are usually modeled as 1st order or polynomial order tran-
sitions [Gaherty et al., 1999]. This study aims to confirm or challenge the current model
by estimating those orders directly from the converted phase. The order estimates could
have implications for our understanding of the mineralogic phase transitions as well as the
composition, partitioning and mixing of mineral phases in the mantle.
1.0.2 Study area/Tectonics
This study contains data from 2 Australian stations (CAN, WRAB) and 5 Japanese sta-
tions (JIZ, SGN, TKA, TMR, TYM) from the F-Net array, see Figures 1-1 and 1-2. The
data from the Australian stations were collected for a previous receiver function study by
Chevrot et al. [1999] and re-analyzed in this study. Knowledge of the converted phases
from these stations proved valuable in testing the new method. The mantle structure be-
neath the Australian stations is thought to be relatively quiet [Lebedev et al., 2002b] com-
pared to that of the Japanese stations, however it has been suggested that the transition zone
temperatures beneath each of these stations might vary. A study by Lebedev et al. [2002b]
finds that the transition zone beneath CAN might be colder and thicker compared to that of
WRAB. The Japan stations were chosen as a complex end-member to complement the less
complex Australian structure. The island of Japan is located at the junction three plates,
i.e. the Eurasia plate, the Pacific plate, and the Philippine plate. It is also a subduction
zone with the Japan trench intersecting with the Izu Bonin trench. This complex structure
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Figure 1-1: Station map for Freesia (F-Net) array.
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Figure 1-2: Station map for central Japan, including JIZ, SGN, TYM.
can produce a very complex seismic signature, i.e. slab or out of sagittal plane scattering
[Castle and van der Hilst, 2001], azimuthal variation in discontinuity piercing points caus-
ing stacking difficulties [Lebedev et al., 2002a], and large temperature and compositional
variations. All of these effects can cause challenges for mantle transition zone studies. The
stations chosen were from 3 areas of Japan. The stations TYM, JIZ, and SGN were from
central Japan and comprise some of the longest operating stations in the F-Net array. A
difficulty with these stations is that this is a region where two subducting slabs meet. TMR
and TKA, are from the north and south of Japan, respectively, and were chosen because
only one slab passes beneath each station.
1.0.3 Wavelet techniques and order estimates
The key to gaining insight into the seismological nature of the 410km and 660km veloc-
ity discontinuities is to understand the behaviour of the singularities which give rise to the
phase transitions, i.e. P to S conversions. Here we choose to do this by non-linear wavelet
denoising and deconvolution techniques which preserve the edges/singularities of transi-
tions. These techniques improve the signal to noise ratio, minimize distortion of the wave-
form, and precisely characterize the nature of the singularities within the mantle transition
zone. This study presents a method for determining the order and scale of the transitions for
the converted Pds phases. The method applies a damped least-squares type solution with a
small water level and thresholds using wavelets. The data is converted to the depth domain
using an imaging step and a 1-D reference velocity model. The waveforms of the converted
phases are isolated, and a greedy matching pursuit algorithm is applied to estimate the or-
der and scale. A greedy matching pursuit algorithm is an algorithm which takes the locally
optimal solution in hopes of finding a global optimal solution [Cormen et al., 2000]. For
this study, a set of fractional order splines, i.e. dictionary, is constructed. The Pds wave-
forms are correlated with the dictionary and the greedy matching pursuit algorithm finds
the optimal correlation (solution) for the set of specified fractional splines [Mallat, 1997].
The solution will give the order and scale estimates for the converted phase. The order and
scale estimates have implications for a possible mixture-type model [Stauffer and Aharony,
1994], in which the orders of the transitions are between 0 and 1 and the velocity has a
cusp-like singularity.
Chapter 2
Theory
2.1 Parametric representation of upper mantle disconti-
nuities
Revealing the fine-structure of upper mantle discontinuities from converted phases has been
an important topic in the study of the upper mantle discontinuities [Chevrot et al., 1999].
Seismic waves are sensitive to velocity and density variations in the Earth's interior. When
significant variations occur over length scales of the order of the seismic wavelength, waves
are reflected and mode-converted. Thus far, upper mantle discontinuities have primarily
been represented by first order discontinuities [Paulssen, 1988; Petersen et al.; Gaherty
et al., 1999]. First order discontinuities are a special case (a = 1) of the more general class
[Herrmann, 1997, 2001; Herrmann et al., 2001] of discontinuities given by
0 z-d<O0
(z - d) = (2.1)
(z-d) z- d > 0
r(a+) -
with F the Gamma function and d the depth to the transition. These depth-z and index-a
discontinuities contain a a-order singularity at depthlevel z = d. The order of this sin-
gularity determines the differentiability and the scaling and scale-invariance of the discon-
tinuity. The scale-invariance correponds to an invariance under dilations: a-X_ (at) =
XI (t), a > 0. For a = 0, the discontinuity is zero-order jump discontinuity (piece-
wise constant earth model) and for a = 1 a ramp function (piece-wise linear earth model).
Motivation for the above choice of the discontinuity model is twofold. First, Eq. 2.1 rep-
resents a scale-invariant representation of which the zero and first order discontinuities are
a special case. Second, singularities of the type given in Eq. 2.1 motivated by a non-linear
mixture, generate a cusp-type singularity which changes the shape of the waveform. Fig-
ure 2-1 shows examples of the behaviour of a pulse which interacts with different velocity
models, each having a different order of transition, a. Notice the "cusp-like" shape of the
transitions. This Figure also shows how the extent of the transition influences the tail of the
pulse. Mathematically, the exponent a corresponds to the Hilder exponent that describes
the local irregularity of a function at the transition [Mallat, 1997; Herrmann et al., 2001].
The smaller the exponent, the sharper and more abrupt the transition.
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Figure 2-1: Profiles with the generalized edges and the corresponding converted Pds
phases. On the top the sharpness of the transitions is varied for c E [0, 1], from a jump dis-
continuity to a ramp. In the middle the smoothness of the transitions is varied by convolving
the generalized transitions (here for a = 0.53) with a Gaussian smoothing kernel with a
support s E [1, 32]. On the bottom left the extent of the transitions is varied S E [1, 32]. On
the right the effects of variations in the sharpness, smoothness and extent are reviewed for
the Pds converted phases. The smoothness and extent variations are taken smaller com-
pared to (a). Notice the drastic effect changing the order, smoothness and extent has on the
converted Pds phases.
2.2 Singularity-preserved mapping of upper mantle dis-
continuities by seismic imaging
As opposed to receiver function approaches (e.g. by Chevrot et al. [1999]) used to image
upper mantle discontinuities from Pds converted phases, a method is proposed that is ca-
pable of directly retrieving the shape of the discontinuity (as a function of depth). This
method is based on
1. a "source function" deconvolution that uses the Pdp-phases of different events travel-
ling with different ray-parameters (p). The deconvolution is carried out at the surface
(z = 0) by a spectral division (with a very small regularization parameter/water level
[Neelamani et al., 1999]), followed by a non-linear wavelet denoising (known as
WaRD (Wavelet-based Regularized Deconvolution) in the literature, see e.g. Neela-
mani et al. [1999]), i.e.
decon.: Pdp(p) '- P(z = 0, t, p) c 6(t) (2.2)
decon.: Pds(p) i-+ Q(z = 0;t,p) (2.3)
with P(z = 0, t, p) and Q(z = 0, t, p) the time (t [s]) and ray-parameter (p [s/])
parametrized P- and radial component S-waves at the surface and in the P-reference
frame [Chevrot et al., 1999].
2. an inverse extrapolation that uses a 1-D velocity model to compute the differential
traveltime.
3. an imaging condition that maps the converted phase from the time domain to the
depth domain.
These steps all correspond to solving least-square type of inversion problems. Typically,
the solution of least-square inversion problems need to introduce an additional smoothing
when the object of interest contains singularities. However, the transition model introduced
in section 2.3 has singularities this inversion tries to preserve. The next section introduces
non-linear solution techniques based on wavelets which preserve the singularities.
2.2.1 Linear inversion by least-squares
The general form of the least-squares model can be given as follows: Linear discretized
model:
y = Kx + n (2.4)
with
x = model (2.5)
x = data (2.6)
n = white Gaussian noise. (2.7)
The aim of the least-squares solution is to solve for the model x. The basic least-squares
solution of Eq. 2.4
x = (K*K) - 1 K*y. (2.8)
If (K*K) - 1 is not invertible, where K* is the adjoint of K, the least-squares solution
must be regularized, i.e. replace Eq. 2.8 by
= (K*K + -C-')-iK*y (2.9)
with a priori information in
Lx = (2.10)
sharpening/roughing operator.
(L*L) - 1 (covariance operator).
another white Gaussian noise.
simplified case which holds for a model considered to be a realization of white noise,
= I, allows Eq. 2.9 to simplify to a damped least-squares
x = (K*K + 7I)-_ K*y (2.11)
where the damping parameter 7 is also known as the water level. The larger 7 the more
emphasis is put on the a priori information and the more the estimate will be smoothed.
L
C
A
i.e. L
2.2.2 Non-linear solution of least-squares by wavelet thresholding
If the model contains jumps, the smoothing removes the jumps and crucial information
is lost. The goal is to formulate an inversion problem which preserves the jumps. The
following example shows the solution to a denoising problem using the generalized inverse
given in Eq. 2.9 with the roughening given by the first derivative operator, i.e. L = . The
problem is given by
y = x + n (2.12)
y = measured data.
K = I (identity).
x = object.
n = white noise.
and the solution according to Eq. 2.9 is presented in Figure 2-2 for different water
level values. Figure 2-2 shows that the generalized inverse solution does not preserve the
edges. The overall shape of the step is preserved but the edges are smoothed and pertinent
information is lost. A way to overcome this problem is to no longer only emphasize the
operator K but also to focus an optimal representation of the model. Wavelets provide
an optimal representation of data with jumps, i.e. the error of the reconstruction decreases
much faster as function of the wavelet coefficients compared to the error yielded by the
Fourier coefficients.
Generalized Least Squares Denoising
- noisy measurement
- denoised measurement with y=l
- denoised measurement with y=10
denoised measurement with y=50
S - oriainal
Figure 2-2: Denoising example
Denoising by wavelet thresholding
The wavelet transform of a function f is given by
f H (f ,4x) (2.13)
with 4 a proper wavelet and A a set of indiced refering to the scale and location of the
wavelet. The original function can be reconstructed from the wavelet coefficients by sum-
ming over the wavelet coefficients, i.e.
(f , )H - f= (f , 'X) 'X (2.14)
The denoising problem of Eq. 2.12 can be solved by devising the following non-linear
estimator based on thresholding [Mallat, 1997; Donoho, 1995] the wavelet coefficients,
i.e.
f = Dh = OT((h, O)) X. (2.15)
with
0O x, > T
OT(X) = (2.16)
X x < T.
This technique does not require a priori information on the pdf (probability density func-
tion) of the model (this was incorporated in the covariance operator). However, it does
asymptotically reach minimax which means that the above estimator minimizes the max-
imal risk (where risk is defined as mean squared error). In other words, the estimator
minimizes the error for the least favourable prior information in Bayesian sense. Results
of the estimator defined in Eq. 2.15 on the denoising problem of Eq. 2.12 are summarized
in Figure 2-3. Figure 2-4 shows the wavelet coefficients of the example how the they are
discarded if they call below a certain magnitude, i.e. threshold. Figure 2-3 illustrates the
ability of the thresholding to capture the edges of the step function. Notice how well both
the step and the jumps are preserved.
2.2.3 Deconvolution by WaRD
The denoising problem and its non-linear solution (cf. Eq.'s 2.12 and 2.15) can be extended
to the generalized or damped least squares inversion by thresholding the inversion result for
Non-smooth wavelet thresholding with 6=0.15
Figure 2-3: Threshold denoise
Thresholding with e=0.21213
Figure 2-4: Thresholding of the wavelet coefficients. The threshold cut-off is the dashed
horizonal line. All the coefficients whose magnitude is smaller than the threshold are dis-
carded.
a very small water level. In this study the data processing procedure uses a deconvolution
and thresholding technique called WaRD deconvolution [Neelamani et al., 1999]. This
method uses a small water level to deconvolve for the P-phase via a spectral regularized
division. This spectral division corresponds to a damped least-squares of the deconvolution
problem. After spectral division a thresholding is applied to the wavelet coefficients. The
WaRD deconvolution essentially consists of applying the spectral devision first followed
by a wavelet denoising. Since the wavelet thresholding preserves the edges, the frequency
content is significantly improved after deconvolution by using a small water level. It should
also be noted that the WaRD deconvolution uses a redundant, shift invariant wavelet trans-
form [Neelamani et al., 1999].
2.2.4 Imaging
A convenient method for isolating the converted phase is depth imaging. In this method, the
data are are inversely extrapolated around a reference slowness and an imaging condition is
applied. The inverse extrapolation is performed by applying a differential traveltime shift
to the data which is computed from a 1-D velocity model (IASP91) [Kennett and Engdahl,
1991]. The differential traveltime is computed as
Qe(z = O; t, P) -+Q(z; t, P) = (Q(z = 0; ., p) * 6( + AT(p, Z))) (2.17)
with
fATz(p, p2 (z') - 1 2(z) dz' (2.18)J, v2(z,) v (z')
with Qe = inverse extrapolation, integrated over time (-) and
p(z) = 6.4 * 180/(r(6371 - z). (2.19)
An imaging condition [Claerbout, 1971] that captures the main contribution from the con-
version point, i.e. the imaged ray-parameter dependent PS transmission coefficient (see
e.g. Aki and Richards [1980]; Burridge and Chang [1989]) is given by
Qi(z; t, P) (-tz p)) Q (z;t =Op)=f Q (z;w,p)dw (2.20)
with Q(z, w, p) the temporal Fourier transform of the radial component and Qi the image
of the radial component. The inverse extrapolation and imaging map the data from the time
domain to the depth domain and allow convenient interpretation of converted Pds phases
and the order estimates.
2.3 Parametric inversion to characterize singularities
The order of transition estimates are made through a parametric inversion using a greedy
matching pursuit search algorithm. A set of derivatives of a-order fractional splines is con-
structed for this inversion, i.e. dictionary. The dictionary is correlated with the converted
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Figure 2-5: Autocorrelation of the boxcar.
waveform. Causal fractional B-plines are defined as
W = + X+W() (2.21)
a+X
S -1)k X(x- k) (2.22)
k>o k
where
Af(X) = (-1 )k  f(x - k) (2.23)
k>O k
For integer positive a these fractional B-splines become ordinary splines which are defined
as the integer order difference of an integer order power function (cf. Eq. 2.1 for a E Z+).
These integer order B-splines are made of autoconvolutions of the box-car function (see
Figure 2-5), i.e.
f 1  1- e-3 w
S e- WXdx = e3 (2.24)
The fractional B-splines can now for a C R+o be written as the a + 1 th power of the
box-car function, i.e.
(1 - e-Jw a)+ 1
() = (2.25)
The dictionary we construct consists of ?-order fractional differentiations (' > 0) and
integrations (7 < 0) of a fractional B-spline,
g(z) & f+ (z) (2.26)
with Oz^ the 7-order differentiator/integrator.
The dominant frequency is changed by dilating the functions in Eq. 2.26
g(z) -+ g(z) (2.27)
a a
with a the scale.
The a rules the smoothness of the spline, i.e. the decay rate of the frequencies as the
frequency goes to infinity. The y rules the decay/growth (7y < 0). Finally, a rules the
dilation/compression.
A redundant dictionary is defined via the construction above consisting of functions
parametrized by location (c), scale (a), smoothness (a) and order (y), i.e. defined as the
dictionary D = {gA }JEA with the indices A referring to the parametrization of the functions
g.
A greedy matching pursuit algorithm is used to find the parametrizations(A) of the
functions. This algorithm searches the dictionary (with gx C L2) for A = A0 such that
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the inner product of f with gx, is maximal. This maximization corresponds to minimiza-
tion of the least-squares difference between the data (f) and the parametric function g,
i.e. infAxA I1f - gA) 12. It can be expressed as follows
g(f, 9'0 ) 1 > sup I(f, g)l - (2.28)AEA
Following these steps, depth stacks can be obtained directly as a function of depth (by
simply integrating over the ray-parameters). In addition, wavelet denoising allows a mini-
mization of the distortion induced by regularization of the spectral division. An additional
advantage of this approach is that there is no need to compute stacks [Chevrot et al., 1999].
Chapter 3
Method
Receiver functions have been an important tool for investigating interfaces in earth's upper
mantle structure. The method by Chevrot et al. [1999], which assumes a single station and
an array of events, provides a way of isolating mantle Pds phases for analysis.
3.1 Data
This study presents data from two Australian stations, CAN (Geoscope) and WRAB (IRIS),
and five Japanese stations (JIZ, SGN, TKA, TMR, TYM) from the F-Net array (formerly
known as Freesia). The data from the Australian stations were collected in a previous
study by Chevrot et al. [1999]. The Japan array has been in existence since 1994 and data
were collected from the stations which had the longest time span to increase the possible
number of events used. The data were assembled into various bins according to distance.
The bins were choosen for 40-60 degree and for 60-80 degree distances since these are
in the optimal ranges to maximize the Pds convesion and to prevent other phases from
interferring [Chevrot et al., 1999]. The catalog for the Japan events was obtained from
IRIS and broadband waveform data [in SAC format] was downloaded from the Freesia
website. The data were converted to AH and event location data from IRIS was loaded
into the AH seismogram headers. IRIS event location was used in the headers to maintain
consistency, since the events were selected from F-Net based on the event times provided
in the IRIS database. The data was converted to Seismic Handler (hereto refered as SH) file
format called a Q-file [Stammler et al., 1992]. These files contain the header information
in a separate file from the 3 data traces.
3.2 Processing
3.2.1 Event selection
The event selection was based on several criteria. All events were magnitude 5.5 or greater
and chosen in a distance range of 30-90 degrees for the Australian data and 40-80 degrees
for the Japan data. The events were from all depths with the exception of stations TKA
and TMR whose depths were limited to deep events (>200km depth). The events in the
TKA and TMR dataset were provided from an anisotropy study which used only deep
events. The Pds phases of interest arrive in a time window of -45 seconds to -68 seconds
after the P-arrival. A time window of - 100 seconds after the P-arrival was examined for
possible PcP, PP, or pP arrivals. If these or other arrivals were strongly present the event
was not used, since the energy from these arrivals might arrive at the time for the Pds phase
and make it impossible to discern the Pds phase.
3.2.2 P-arrival
The P-arrival was examined and evaluated since it is the primary phase used in the de-
convolution. The events chosen have a sharp P onset and decaying P-envelope. If the
P-arrival showed a gradual onset it was not used. Also, the selected P-arrivals have at least
a 2:1 greater amplitude than the noise immediately prior to onset. The P-arrival had to be
clearly indentifiable so that the time window for later processing could be chosen without
ambiguity.
3.2.3 Filtering
Since the aim of this study was to investigate the waveform of mantle Pds phases, limited
filtering was applied in the initial data processing stages. The waveforms are analyzed ex-
tensively in the following steps and excessive filtering can distort the waveforms of interest.
For these reasons preprocessing filtering was limited to a causal high pass Butterworth filter
with corner frequency of 50 seconds and 4 poles. This filtering was considered necessary
to remove low frequency, very long period signals from the events.
3.2.4 Rotations
Events were chosen from all azimuths and had to be rotated to the back azimuth direction to
align for the Z, T, and R components. These rotations are standard in the seismic literature
and are based on the event and station location. An addition rotation is applied following
Vinnik [1977] and Chevrot et al. [1999]. The Z and T components are rotated as follows:
e = tan-l[< R(t)Z(t) > /A - Z 2 (t) >)] (3.1)
where R(t) and Z(t) are ground-motion components which correspond to the radial and
vertical directions, respectively; t is time; <> is an averaging over the time interval of the
P-wave train; and A is the largest root of the equation
< Z 2 (t) - A)(< R2(t) > -A)- < R(t)Z(t) >2= 0. (3.2)
This rotations puts most of the P-wave energy on the L-component and the SV energy on an
orthogonal compenent called the Q-component. For the rotation we chose a time window
from 5-10 seconds before P-onset to 10 seconds after the P-energy has dropped back to
near the noise level. This rotation places most of the Pds energy on the Q-component. The
T- component is not changed since the tranverse energy remains outside the P-SV plane.
There is an exception to this in cases of anisotropy and out-of-plane scattering, however
without addition information these cannot be corrected for.
3.2.5 Seismic Handler deconvolution and stacking
The processing steps to this point have been in performed in Seismic Handler (SH). The
rotated seismograms are written out to matlab format and processed with a wavelet pack-
age. The rotated seismograms are also processed in SH using the time domain method of
Chevrot et al. [1999] and Vinnik [1977]. A transformation is applied to the Q- and L-traces
to obtain a standardized format for stacking since the events have different magnitudes and
source time functions. This transformation is a normalized crosscorrelation function of the
Q- and L-components expressed as the following
Q(t) = t2 Q(t + T)L()dT/ t2 [L(t)]2 dT (3.3)
where t is now the delay time between Q and L, tl and t2 correspond to the start and
finish of the P-wave train time window. The time window chosen for the time domain
deconvolution is based on several criteria. This time window is -20-30 seconds before
the P-arrival and -150-250 seconds after the P-arrival depending on the quality of the
signal and the complexity and size of any subsequent arrivals, such as PcP, pP, PP, and
other P- and S-arrivals. The P wave train is deconvolved from itself and from the other
traces using a time domain deconvolution, also known as a "spiking" filter. Again a water
level is applied to prevent small values in frequency division to cause the deconvolution
to be unstable. The deconvolution produces a "spike" in the L-trace corresponding to the
P-arrival and "bumps" in the Q-traces corresponding to Pds converted phases [Chevrot
et al., 1999]. The traces are shifted so that the P-pulse is at t = 0 and the same shifts
are applied to the Q-traces to align all the traces. The Q-traces are then shifted around a
reference slowness (6.4 sec/degree) and stacked for different depths. The different depths
apply different time shifts to each trace and focus the energy for different depths. The depth
stacks are then filtered with a low pass filter to remove the high frequency noise from the
low frequency signal. The depth stacks are then examined in the appropriate depth interval
for pulses arriving at the approximate time for P410s and P660s.
3.3 Wavelet processing
3.3.1 Deconvolution
The files which were written out from SH are loaded into matlab. The matlab processing is
applied in the wavelet deconvolution and the imaging steps. The files that are loaded into
matlab are rotated to back azimuth and rotated into the L-, Q-, and T-reference frame but
are not deconvolved. The traces are loaded into the matlab scripts and sorted according to
slowness (i.e. distance). The traces are then deconvolved using the WaRD deconvolution
mentioned earlier. This singularity preserving deconvolution essentially is a damped least-
squares problem combined with a wavelet thresholding. The wavelet threshold applies a
wavelet denoising in the time direction of the traces. There are several parameters to set in
the deconvolution which control the water level (i.e. damping of the least-squares solution)
and the threshold for the wavelet denoising. The parameters used for the deconvolution
are in Appendix B. Care must be taken when chosing the parameters. If either the Reg-
Param (regularization parameter) or the ThreshFactor (thresholding parameter) is set too
high, the deconvolution suppresses the signal entirely. If these parameters are set too low,
the deconvolution will allow to many instabilities. The parameters for the deconvolution
routine were chosen for the initial L-, Q-, and T-traces and then applied to the entire set
of events for each station. Deconvolution runs that yielded any flat traces were discarded
and the steps were repeated with lower parameter settings. These parameters are similar to
the water level set in the SH routines. Several runs were tried with setting the parameters
individually for each event, but this did not seem to improve the results. Also, it is difficult
to apply consistent parameter picks for all events at a station.
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3.3.2 Thresholding
There are a several cases where the deconvolution behaved correctly for all traces except
a few. A separate threshold check was performed in the frequency domain for very large
amplitude frequency contributions caused by small denominator divisions in the WaRD
deconvolution. A linear interpolation was applied to these instabilities in the frequency
domain to correct them. The instabilities are easily indentified in the frequency domain as
unusally large spikes in an otherwise consistent frequency envelope and in the time domain
as very periodic signals, typically with high frequencies, which overlay the background
signal.
3.3.3 Reference Velocity Model
A reference velocity model is needed to calculate the travel time shifts to apply to the data
for depth stacks and imaging. The reference velocity model used in this study is the IASP91
model [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991]. This is a 1-D model and is the same one used in the
SH depth stacks. Since the depth stacks and imaging require specific depth steps a model
is constructed over a given depth interval with specific depth steps. A smoothing is also
applied to the model to prevent the sharpness of the model from influencing the sharpness
estimates in the scaling and singularity order estimates.
3.3.4 Depth Stacks
The depth stacks were constructed in a manner similar to the SH depth stacks. There are
two possible time shifts for the traces. The traces can be shifted back to t = 0 for the depth
of the conversion, which applies a large time shift to each trace according to a specified
reference velocity model. The traces can also be shifted around a reference slowness. Since
this was also used in the SH processing it was found to be the most convenient to compare
to the SH processing. Also it was the least affected by velocity model time shifts since the
time shifts are much smaller. A reference slowness was chosen as close to the reference
slowness of the SH processing as possible (6.4 degrees/sec). In both cases the traces were
shifted with respect to the P arrival at t = 0. The depth stacks are useful for evaluating the
relative time for the Pds phases arrival and to see any additional arrival or complexity in
the coda.
3.3.5 Smoothing and filtering
As mentioned earlier, filtering is kept to a minimum in the preprocessing and the processing
steps to reduce changes to the waveform of the Pds phases. The depth stacks often contain
much high frequency energy and the Pds phases of interest can be hard to discern. At this
stage it is often useful to filter or smooth in order to identify the Pds phase of interest.
This can be done by filtering or smoothing. In the SH processing after the depth stacks
are constructed, it is often necessary to filter with a low pass filter. For this study a causal
low pass 4 pole Butterworth filter with a corner frequency of 6 seconds was used. The Pds
phases are usually easy to identify after filtering when they are present. Filtering is also
necessary in some cases for the matlab depth stacks. In order to preserve the waveform and
to have more control over the parameters, a Gaussian smoother is used.
3.3.6 Imaging
The image condition in Section 2.2.4 is applied to the data. This converts the data from
the time vs. slowness domain to the depth vs. slowness domain. The depth image can be
considered as an imaged transmission coefficient over the depth interval. It is a solution to
the damped least-squares problem. The imaging routine consists of computing differential
traveltimes from a l-D velocity model, IASP91 [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991].
Chapter 4
Results
The results from this study are presented in the following chapter. The first section has the
receiver function results and is followed by the order estimation. Only the stations which
had discernable Pds phases were used in the order estimation.
4.1 Receiver function analysis
4.1.1 CAN
The data for the CAN station was processed according the techniques outlined above. Since
this data was collected from a previous study Chevrot et al. [1999] and already in Q-file
format, the header information and SAC to AH to Q-file steps were not needed. The num-
ber of events used for CAN was 124. The event map in Figure 4-1 shows the locations of
the events and their raypaths and indicates the ray coverage is fairly good. The raw decon-
volved depth image for the Q-component is shown in Figure 4-2. Figure 4-2 shows a sharp
peak at 660km but the 410km is not distinguishable in the raw data. There is also a strong
45
peak at 800km. The raw data shows very few distiguishable peaks and is very noisy. Figure
4-3 shows the Q-component smoothed by a scaling of 11. This refers to the parameter set
in the l-D Gaussian smoother. The 660km peak is clearly identifiable and the 410km can
be identified as a broader peak. There is also a strong arrival close to 300km which may
be due to shallow mantle complexity. Also, the peak at 800km persists as a well-resolved
symmetric pulse. The amplitude of both the 300km and 800km peaks are greater than that
of the 410km peak. Figure 4-4 shows the depth image for the T-component which has
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Figure 4-1: Event map for station CAN.
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Figure 4-2: Station CAN Q-component image stack with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-3: Station CAN Q-component image stack with smoothing = 11.
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also been smoothed. If the energy of the P-SV coupling remained entirely in the sagit-
tal plane there should not be much energy on the T-component, with the exception that a
small amount of energy could be present as a result of station/event mislocation. Figure
4-4 shows a small peak in the vicinity of 400km and a larger broad peak near 600km but
not a distinct peak at 660km. There is a very large peak near 300km, correlating very well
with the peak at 300km in Figure 4-3. There is also a smaller peak near 800km, again cor-
responding the the same depth as the strong 800km peak in Figure 4-3. The strong energy
on the T-component may be due to anisotropy. Figure 4-5 shows one slice of the depth
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Figure 4-4: Station CAN T-component image stack with smoothing = 11.
stack which is focused at 400km. This depth stack is very noisy and impossible to discern
any phases in the 40-50s range. A small peak near 12s is the only arrival which stand out
above the background noise. The intervals for depth focusing chosen for this study were
20km. This is comparable to the SH depth stacks of Chevrot et al. [1999]. Since the order
estimates were made on the depth images and not the depth stacks it was not necessary to
apply smaller depth intervals to the depth stacks. The depth stacks are primarily useful for
comparing to other studies since most receiver function analyses are applied in the time do-
main. The P410s should arrive at about 45s and the P660s should arrive about 68s. Again
it is hard to distinguish the P410s in Figure 4-5 however it is clearly seen after smoothing
in Figure 4-6. This Figure shows a broad peak at 30s as well as the largest peak in this trace
at 70s. This peak corresponds to the strong 660km peak in Figure 4-3. A very strong peak
can sometimes be seen even if it is not focused at the correct depth. The P660s is clearly
seen in Figures 4-7(no smoothing) and 4-8 (with smoothing = 25). A 47s arrival is also
present in the smoothed Figure (4-8). The larger the smoothing the more high frequency
signal is taken out and the low frequency is emphasized. Figure 4-9 shows a depth stack for
all depths in the 300-800 km ranges. Both the P410s and P660s phases are clearly visible
in this plot, at -45s and -68s respectively. There is also an arrival near 30s which seems
to become more "defocused" with increasing depth. The 68s phase which corresponds to
the P660s seems to split at focusing depths greater than 500km. The results from this part
of the analysis help determine which stations and Pds phases can be further studied using
the order estimation techniques. A separate fractional spline smoothing is applied to the
raw depth images in the order estimation processing.
4.1.2 WRAB
The data for the WRAB station was also collected from the previous study Chevrot et al.
[1999]. The number of events used for WRAB was 56. The event map in Figure 4-10
shows the locations of the events and their raypaths and indicates ray coverage is fair,
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Figure 4-5: Station CAN Q-component depth stack for 400km depth with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-6: Station CAN Q-component depth stack for 400km depth with smoothing = 25.
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Figure 4-7: Station CAN Q-component depth stack for 660km depth with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-8: Station CAN Q-component depth stack for 660km depth with smoothing = 25.
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Figure 4-9: Station CAN Q-component depth stack for all depths with smoothing = 30.
This is similar to the Seismic Handler depth plots.
with the exception of the SW quadrant is sparsely covered. The raw deconvolved depth
image is shown in Figure 4-11. WRAB has much less noise in the raw traces. This Figure
shows a double peak in the 390-400km range and a broad peak at 660km. Also a small
peak is visible at -525km. There also a sharp double peak near 250km. The 660km peak
does not significantly stand out from the other peaks arriving between 500-900km. Figure
4-12 shows the Q-component smoothed by a scaling of 18. The peak at 400km is now
a single well-resolved peak and the peaks at 525km and 650km are also clearly visible.
As with the CAN data, a peak between 200-300km can be seen. Figure 4-13 shows the
depth image fot the T-component with a smoothing = 11. There is no peak a 410km, but
there are 2 small peaks in the 550-750km range. There is also a large peak near 200km
and a very well-resolved peak at 800km. The energy on the T-component may be due to
anisotropy. Figure 4-14 shows a small double peak in the 40-50s range in the raw depth
stack slice focused at 400km depth, and a somewhat broader double peak in the depth
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Figure 4-10: Event map for station WRAB.
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Figure 4-11: Station WRAB Q-component image stack with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-12: Station WRAB Q-component image stack with smoothing = 18.
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Figure 4-13: Station WRAB T-component image stack with smoothing = 18.
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Figure 4-14: Station WRAB Q-component depth stack for 400km depth with no smoothing.
slice with smoothing = 25, Figure 4-15. These two Figures also show a very large peak at
20s which is very well-resolved. The P660s occurs as a small but broad peak in the raw
depth slice focused at 660km, Figure 4-16. This phase can also be identified as a smooth
symmetric bump arriving at -70s in Figure 4-17. This phase is only discernable by looking
in the anticipated time window for its arrival. The largest peak in both smoothed and raw
660km slices occurs between 10-20s. Figure 4-18 shows all depth stacks in the 300-
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Figure 4-15: Station WRAB Q-component depth stack for 400km depth with smoothing =
25.
800km ranges. Both P410s and P660s are visible in this plot which has a smoothing =
30, arriving at -45s and -70s respectively. There also seems to be a faint peak between
55-60s. A large amplitude peak occurs at ,-20s which could be due to shallow mantle
complexity. A strong amplitude peak can be seen near 100s. The number of additional
arrivals is interesting, since WRAB is thought to be in a relatively uncomplicated tectonic
setting.
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Figure 4-16: Station WRAB Q-component depth stack for 660km depth with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-18: Station WRAB Q-component depth stack for all depths with smoothing = 30.
This is similar to the Seismic Handler depth plots.
4.1.3 JIZ
The data for station JIZ was processed according to the above method. The header infor-
mation had to be read in and the records were converted from SAC to AH to Q-file format.
The traces were windowed from 2 minutes prior to the P-arrival to 4 minutes afterward.
The number of events used for JIZ was 96. The event map and ray path coverage for JIZ
is shown in Figure 4-19. The majority of the events are located to the south. The P410s
and P660s are not discernable in the raw Q-component image stack (Figure 4-20) but both
are clearly seen in Figure 4-21 which has smoothing = 10. There are also strong peaks
at 320km, 525km, and 830km of similar amplitude to the 410km and 660km peaks.
Figure 4-22 shows the T-component for smoothing = 10. There are several peaks which
arrive close to the converted phase depths however they do not seem to to match exactly.
The T-components complexity may be due to the very complex tectonic setting beneath the
station. The raw depth slices in Figures 4-23 and 4-25 do not show any discernable peaks
JIZ event map
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Figure 4-19: Event map for station JIZ.
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Figure 4-20: Station JIZ Q-component image stack with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-21: Station JIZ Q-component image stack with smoothing = 10.
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Figure 4-22: Station JIZ T-component image stack with smoothing = 10.
Trace for JIZ 400km with relative shift and no smoothing
Figure 4-23: Station JIZ Q-component depth stack for 400km depth with no smoothing.
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in the 40-50s range (400km stack) or 65-70s range (660km stack). Figures 4-24 and 4-26
are smoothed and show a small 45s arrival in the 400km stack and a larger 68s arrival in
the 660km stack. Both of these stacks show a very large 12s peak and both some numerous
additional peaks with amplitudes as large or larger than the 410km and 660km phases. The
depth stack for the 300-800km ranges (Figure 4-27) shows the 45s peak disappearing at
depths greater than 500km but the 70s peak stays strong throughout the entire range but
has a larger amplitude in the 600-800km range. This Figure also shows a very complex set
of peaks. Many of the peaks seem to focus and defocus over a small depth window, e.g. 45s
peak which disappears at 550km but possibly reappears at 650km. There are 2 additional
very strong peaks at 12s and 35s. The focusing/defocusing in Figure 4-27 might be due to
a dipping interface.
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Figure 4-24: Station JIZ Q-component depth stack for 400knm depth with smoothing = 25.
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Figure 4-25: Station JIZ Q-component depth stack for 660km depth with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-26: Station JIZ Q-component depth stack for 660km depth with smoothing = 25.
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Figure 4-27: Station JIZ Q-component depth stack for all depths with smoothing = 30. This
is similar to the Seismic Handler depth plots.
4.1.4 SGN
The data for station SGN was processed similarly to JIZ. The number of events used for
SGN was 358. Figure 4-28 shows the events and their raypath coverage and indicates the
ray coverage for SGN is good, with the largest distribution of events to the south and the
smallest coverage to the east. The raw Q-component in figure 4-29 shows a large peak at
400km and a moderate size peak at 500km. There is only a small peak at 660km but it is
barely distiguishable from the other small peaks. The smoothed Q-component in Figure
4-30 (smoothing = 10) again shows a very clear 400-410km peak and several small peaks
at 300km, 500km, 570km and 660km. The smoothed T-component in Figure 4-31 shows
a very interesting peak at 520km. There is also a large trough at 390km and a very large
trough at 660km. There are also two smaller peaks at 340km and 760km. The P410s
arrival can be seen at -45s in both the raw depth stack (Figure 4-32) and in the smoothed
depth stack (Figure 4-33) for depth = 400km and smoothing = 25.The largest peak in the
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Figure 4-28: Event map for station SGN.
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Figure 4-29: Station SGN Q-component image stack with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-30: Station SGN Q-component image stack with smoothing = 10.
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Figure 4-31: Station SGN T-component image stack with smoothing = 10.
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Figure 4-32: Station SGN Q-component depth stack for 400km depth with no smoothing.
400km depth slices is near 10-12s. The P660s phase does not seem to be present in either
the raw or smoothed depth stacks for depth = 660km (Figures 4-34 and 4-35 respectively).
A large arrival at 10s is also seen in the smoothed 660km slice and two smaller peaks at 28s
and 44s. The depth stack in Figure 4-36 with smoothing = 30 confirms the P410s phase
arriving at 45s but the P660s seems to not be present. This may be due to complexity in
the mantle transition zone. This is also a very large peak at all depths near 10s and two
smaller peaks at 30s and 95s. SGN also has peaks which focus and defocus.
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Figure 4-33: Station SGN Q-component depth stack for 400km depth with smoothing =
25.
4.1.5 TKA
The data for the station TKA was processed according to the above method. The number
of events used for TKA was 31. The events for TKA were deep events, i.e. greater than
200km depth. The azimthal converage is sparse, with most events occurring in the south-
eastern quadrant. The event map and the ray paths are shown in Figure 4-37. There seems
68
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Figure 4-34: Station SGN Q-component depth stack for 660km depth with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-35: Station SGN Q-component depth stack for 660km depth with smoothing =
25.
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Figure 4-36: Station SGN Q-component depth stack for all depths with smoothing = 30.
This is similar to the Seismic Handler depth plots.
to be some type of low frequency signal dominating the signal which was not removed
through the preprocess filtering, see Figures 4-38 and 4-39 for the raw and smoothed Q-
components respectively. The individual events were examined prior to stacking to see if
this was caused by an anomalous event, however this same pattern persisted over many
events. This may be due to some local near station complexity. A peak can be seen at
450km depth in Figure 4-39. There seems to be no discernable peak at 660km. The
smoothed T-component in Figure 4-40 has a very broad peak between 300-550km with a
small peak close to 410km. The depth stacks focused at 400km depth in Figures 4-41 (raw)
and 4-42 (smoothing = 25) show a small broad peak near 48s which maybe the P410s.
The T-component trace shows some of the strange behaviour of the Q-component but not
to the same extent. The depth stack focused at 660km do not seem to show a discernable
P660s phase, see Figures 4-43 (raw) and 4-44 (smoothing = 25). The depth stacks for
the 300-800km depth ranges (Figure 4-45, with smoothing = 30) seem to show a possible
TKA event map
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Figure 4-37: Event map for station TKA.
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Figure 4-38: Station TKA Q-component image stack with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-39: Station TKA Q-component image stack with smoothing = 10.
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Figure 4-40: Station TKA T-component image stack with smoothing = 10.
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P410s phase occurring near 48s. The P660s phase might be contained in the very large
pulse between 60-70s but this is inconclusive.
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Figure 4-41: Station TKA Q-component depth stack for 400km depth with no smoothing.
4.1.6 TMR
The data for station TMR was processed similarly to TKA. TMR is located in the northern
part of Japan. The number of events used for TMR was 34. The events for this station
included only events with depths greater than 200km. The azimuthal coverage for the
events is limited to the southern 2 quadrants with the majority located in the southeast
quadrant, see Figure 4-46. The raw Q-component depth image in Figure 4-47 shows a
very high frequency content. The Pds phases are not discernable in the raw data since
the high frequency noise obscures the lower frequency converted phase. The smoothed
Q-component depth image (smoothing = 18) in Figure 4-48, shows a very large peak at
390km depth and a smaller peak at 525km depth. A very small broad bump is seen close to
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Figure 4-42: Station TKA Q-component depth stack for 400km depth with smoothing =
25.
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Figure 4-43: Station TKA Q-component depth stack for 660km depth with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-44: Station TKA Q-component depth stack for 660km depth with smoothing =
25.
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Figure 4-45: Station TKA Q-component depth stack for all depths with smoothing = 30.
This is similar to the Seismic Handler depth plots.
650km depth. The smoothed T-component in Figure 4-49 has a large sharp peak at 510km
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Figure 4-46: Event map for station TMR.
depth and a broad double peak between 700-800km depth. There is also a large peak at
220km depth. The raw depth stacks focused at 400km and 660km (Figures 4-50 and 4-52,
respectively) have too much high frequency noise to discern either Pds phase, however the
smoothed depth stack focused at 400km in Figure 4-51 shows a very strong peak at 40s
which would correspond to the peak at 390km in the depth image. This slice also has peaks
a 28s and 10s. The depth stacked focused at 660km (Figure 4-53 shows only a very small
bump between 60-70s. Peaks at 10s, 28s, 40s and 55s all have larger amplitudes than the
?P660s between 60-70s. The depth stacks with smoothing = 30 for the 300-800km ranges
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Figure 4-47: Station TMR Q-component image stack with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-48: Station TMR Q-component image stack with smoothing = 18.
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Figure 4-49: Station TMR T-component image stack with smoothing = 18.
in Figure 4-54 shows a very strong peak at 42s and a smaller peak between 50-60s. There
does not seem to be a discernable peak between 60-70s corresponding to the P660s phase.
There is a small sharp peak at 28s and a larger broad peak at 8s. It is interesting to note that
TMR does not show the focusing/defocusing effects which were prevalent for JIZ (Figure
4-27 and also present in SGN (Figure 4-36.
4.1.7 TYM
The data for station TYM was processed similarly to TMR. TYM is located in central
Japan. The number of events used for TYM is 47. These include events from all depths.
The azimuthal coverage for TYM is somewhat sparse. The majority of the events are to the
south with a few events arriving from the northeast and northwest (see Figure 4-55. The raw
depth image for the Q-component (Figure 4-56) shows a broad "pulse" near 670km depth
and a sharp pulse near 500km but no clear peak near 400km. The amplitudes in this plot are
Trace for TMR 400km with relative shift and no smoothing
Figure 4-50: Station TMR Q-component depth stack for 400km depth with no smoothing.
Trace for TMR 400km with relative shift and smoothing=25
Figure 4-51: Station TMR Q-component depth stack for 400km depth with smoothing =
25.
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Figure 4-52: Station TMR Q-component depth stack for 660km depth with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-53: Station TMR Q-component depth stack for 660km depth with smoothing =
25.
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Figure 4-54: Station TMR Q-component depth stack for all depths with smoothing = 30.
This is similar to the Seismic Handler depth plots.
not above the background noise. The smoothed Q-component depth image (smoothing =
18) in Figure 4-57 shows a broad peak near 410km, a sharper peak near 670km and a small
broad double peak between 500-600km. There also seem to be a large peak at 200km.
The smoothed T-component depth image in Figure 4-58 shows a sharp peak near 400km
and a small peak at 670km. There is a strong peak at 210km and a small peak at 340km. No
peaks are discernable in the raw depth stacks focused at 400km and 660km, Figures 4-59
and 4-59 respectively. The smoothed depth stack (Figure 4-60) focused at 400km depth
(with smoothing = 25) shows a broad peak at 48s but the depth stack focused at 660km
shows no clear pulse between 60-70s. Both Figures show many arrivals between 20-90s.
There is a sharp peak at 73s but it is hard to tell if this is related to the P660s phase or not.
This arrival is also seen in the depth stacks for ranges 300-800km in Figure 4-63. A 48s
arrival which might correspond to the P410s phase is also clearly discernable. There are
also two strong peak near the edges of the Figure. In addition, there are two sets of peaks
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Figure 4-55: Event map for station TYM.
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Figure 4-56: Station TYM Q-component image stack with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-57: Station TYM Q-component image stack with smoothing = 18.
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Figure 4-58: Station TYM T-component image stack with smoothing = 18.
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Figure 4-59: Station TYM Q-component depth stack for 400km depth with no smoothing.
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Figure 4-60: Station TYM Q-component depth stack for 400km depth with smoothing =
25.
Trace for TYM 660km with relative shift and no smoothing
Figure 4-61: Station TYM Q-component depth stack for 660km depth with no smoothing.
which seem to focus and defocus. They are located between 25-35s and 75-85s. Again this
might be due to a dipping interface.
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Figure 4-62: Station TYM Q-component depth stack for 660km depth with smoothing =
25.
4.2 Order estimates
The data processing to this point is primarily focused on identifying a clearly discernable
Pds converted phase. The next step involves extracting it to determine the order of the
transition which gave rise to it. Only relatively clean phases can be used since the method
relies on matching a fractional spline to the converted phase. The phases should not have
multiple peaks after smoothing, which would likely correspond to either errors in the time
shifts applied in stacking or possible azimuthal variations in stacking. In either case, the
fractional order spline would be trying to match a sub-optimal stack and not the converted
pulse itself. The next section of results corresponds to the matching pursuit with a greedy
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This is similar to the Seismic Handler depth plots.
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Figure 4-63: Station TYM Q-component depth stack for all depths with smoothing = 30.
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search algorithm discussed in the Chapter 2.
4.2.1 CAN
The data quality of Pds phases for CAN were very good. As a result, order of transition
estimates for both the P410s and P660s were obtained for CAN. The data was windowed
with a Gaussian window and smoothed with a fractional spline smoother. This was done
to isolate the Pds phase of interest without distorting the waveform. The smoothed
data for the P410s can be seen in Figure 4-64 along with the windowed data and best fit
estimate for the converted phase. The correlation-type function is plotted for the P410s in
which the maximum correlation for scale and order estimates are shown (Figure 4-65). The
order and scale estimates for the CAN 410km discontinuity are, a = 0.325 and a = 32.50,
respectively. The overall shape of the velocity model for the transition is shown in Figure
4-66. This shape shows how the transition differs from a 1st order discontinuity, i.e. ramp
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Figure 4-64: CAN 410km plot for windowed data, windowed/smoothed data, and best fit
estimate.
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Figure 4-65: CAN 410km correlation plot for order (a) and scale (a) estimates.
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Figure 4-66: CAN 410km velocity discontinuity transition.
shape discontinuity. The smoothed data for the P660s can be seen in Figure 4-67 along
with the windowed data and best fit estimate for the converted phase. The correlation-type
function is plotted for the P660s in which the maximum correlation for scale and order
estimates are shown (Figure 4-68). The order and scale estimates for the CAN 410km
discontinuity are, a = 0.325 and a = 28.00, respectively. The overall shape of the velocity
model for the transition is shown in Figure 4-69.
4.2.2 WRAB
The data quality of Pds phases for WRAB were good. As a result, order of transition
estimates for both the P410s and P660s were obtained for WRAB. The data was windowed
with a Gaussian window and smoothed with a fractional spline smoother. The smoothed
data for the P410s can be seen in Figure 4-70 along with the windowed data and best fit
estimate for the converted phase. The correlation-type function is plotted for the P410s
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Figure 4-67: CAN 660km plot for windowed data, windowed/smoothed data, and best fit
estimate.
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Figure 4-68: CAN 660km correlation plot for order (a) and scale (a) estimates.
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Figure 4-69: CAN 660km velocity discontinuity transition.
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Figure 4-70: WRAB 410km plot for windowed data, windowed/smoothed data, and best
fit estimate.
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Figure 4-71: WRAB 410km correlation plot for order (a) and scale (a) estimates.
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Figure 4-72: WRAB 410km velocity discontinuity transition.
in which the maximum correlation for scale and order estimates are shown (Figure 4-71).
The order and scale estimates for the WRAB 410km discontinuity are, a = 0.3250 and a =
18.00, respectively. The overall shape of the velocity model for the transition is shown in
Figure 4-72. The smoothed data for the P660s can be seen in Figure 4-73 along with the
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Figure 4-73: WRAB 660km plot for windowed data, windowed/smoothed data, and best
fit estimate.
windowed data and best fit estimate for the converted phase. The correlation-type function
is plotted for the P660s in which the maximum correlation for scale and order estimates are
shown (Figure 4-74). The order and scale estimates for the WRAB 660km discontinuity
are, a = 0.3500 and a = 26.50, respectively. The overall shape of the velocity model for the
transition is shown in Figure 4-75. The fit of the P410s for WRAB was not as good as the
fit for P660s. This is probably due to complexity in the P410s waveform.
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Figure 4-74: WRAB 660km correlation plot for order (a) and scale (a) estimates.
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Figure 4-75: WRAB 660km velocity discontinuity transition.
4.2.3 JIZ
The data quality of only the P410s phase for JIZ was good. As a result, order of transition
estimates for the P410s was obtained for JIZ. The data was windowed with a Gaussian
window and smoothed with a fractional spline smoother. The smoothed data for the
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Figure 4-76: JIZ 410km plot for windowed data, windowed/smoothed data, and best fit
estimate.
P410s can be seen in Figure 4-76 along with the windowed data and best fit estimate for
the converted phase. The correlation-type function is plotted for the P410s in which the
maximum correlation for scale and order estimates are shown (Figure 4-77). The order and
scale estimates for the JIZ 410km discontinuity are, a = 0.400 and a = 26.00, respectively.
The overall shape of the velocity model for the transition is shown in Figure 4-78. The
P660s for JIZ could not be isolated enough for the matching pursuit algorithm to converge.
As a result, no estimate for order or scale was obtained for the P660s.
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Figure 4-77: JIZ 410km correlation plot for order (a) and scale (a) estimates.
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Figure 4-78: JIZ 410km velocity discontinuity transition.
4.2.4 SGN
The data quality of Pds phases for SGN were good. As a result, order of transition es-
timates for both the P410s and P660s were obtained for SGN. The data was windowed
with a Gaussian window and smoothed with a fractional spline smoother. The smoothed
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Figure 4-79: SGN 410km plot for windowed data, windowed/smoothed data, and best fit
estimate.
data for the P410s can be seen in Figure 4-79 along with the windowed data and best fit
estimate for the converted phase. The correlation-type function is plotted for the P410s
in which the maximum correlation for scale and order estimates are shown (Figure 4-80).
The order and scale estimates for the SGN 410km discontinuity are, a = 0.450 and a =
35.00, respectively. The overall shape of the velocity model for the transition is shown in
Figure 4-81. The smoothed data for the P660s can be seen in Figure 4-82 along with the
windowed data and best fit estimate for the converted phase. The correlation-type function
is plotted for the P660s in which the maximum correlation for scale and order estimates
are shown (Figure 4-83). The order and scale estimates for the SGN 410km discontinuity
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Figure 4-80: SGN 410km correlation plot for order (a) and scale (a) estimates.
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Figure 4-81: SGN 410km velocity discontinuity transition.
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Figure 4-82: SGN 660km plot for windowed data, windowed/smoothed data, and best fit
estimate.
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Figure 4-83: SGN 660km correlation plot for order (a) and scale (a) estimates.
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Figure 4-84: SGN 660km velocity discontinuity transition.
are, a = 0.225 and a = 23.00, respectively. The overall shape of the velocity model for the
transition is shown in Figure 4-84. The fit of the P660s for SGN was not as good as the
fit for P410s. This is probably due to complexity in the P660s waveform caused by the
complicated mantle transition zone in this region.
4.2.5 TYM
The data quality of only the P660s phase for TYM was good. As a result, order of tran-
sition estimates for the P660s was obtained for TYM. The data was windowed with a
Gaussian window and smoothed with a fractional spline smoother. The smoothed data for
the P660s can be seen in Figure 4-85 along with the windowed data and best fit estimate
for the converted phase. The correlation-type function is plotted for the P660s in which
the maximum correlation for scale and order estimates are shown (Figure 4-86). The order
and scale estimates for the TYM 660km discontinuity are, a = 0.275 and a = 31.00, respec-
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tively. The overall shape of the velocity model for the transition is shown in Figure 4-87.
The P410s for TYM could not be isolated enough for the matching pursuit algorithm to
converge. As a result, no estimate for order or scale was obtained for the P410s.
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Figure 4-85: TYM 660km plot for windowed data, windowed/smoothed data, and best fit
estimate.
4.2.6 TMR and TKA
The data quality for stations TKA and TMR was not good enough to allow an estimate for
either Pds phase. The image for TKA had a large low frequency anomaly which prevent its
use in the matching pursuit step. The matching pursuit algorithm was applied to the image
for TMR, but it could not converge to a match. The signal complexity for these stations
could be due to the complicated slab/trench setting through which the signal travels. The
slab could cause azimuthal variations in the stacking step which might influence the quality
of the image.
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Figure 4-86: TYM 660km correlation plot for order (a) and scale (a) estimates.
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Figure 4-87: TYM 660km velocity discontinuity transition.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and conclusions
5.0.7 Stacking and receiver functions
The results from receiver function analysis and order estimation show the usefullness of
non-linear wavelet techniques when applied to converted mantle Pds phases. The results
show that the P410s and P660s seem to be present in almost all locations, with the ex-
ception of station TKA. Although the converted phases are present in the data it is not
always possible to extract them, such that the waveform can be used to estimate the order
of the transition. The stations show interesting behaviour in the variations of the shape of
the waveforms from relatively closely spaced stations, i.e. JIZ, SGN, TYM. The depths
in the depth images should only be interpreted in a relative since, given the dependence
on a 1-D velocity model which obviously does not capture the true 3-D velocity beneath a
subduction zone. One area which was only briefly explored was the dependence on the az-
imuthal directions and stacking. The quality of the data did not allow for sub-stacks based
on azimuthal binning. This was tried but gave subpar images when compared to the normal
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stacks. In regard to the azimuthal stacking, the majority of the events for the Japan stations
were located to the south, and therefore the binning was not isolating enough events from
other bin directions.
5.0.8 Signal complexity
Several stations had very complex signals, e.g. most notably TKA. Also several stations
displayed double peaks for the 410km and 660km discontinuity. This might be explained
by velocity perturbations not explained in the 1-D model or possibly from some type of
heterogeneity or anisotropy within the transition zone [Montagner, 1998; Trampert and van
Heijst, 2002]. It is also interesting to note the moderate to sometimes strong arrivals on the
depth image T-components. An example of this can be seen in the T-component for WRAB,
see Figure 4-13. There is a large amplitude arrival near 660km however there is almost no
energy arriving at 410km. This might be due to mantle transition zone heterogeneity or
from some type of anisotropy close to the 660km discontinuity. It is also interesting to note
the 525-550km arrival in several of the Q-component depth images (WRAB, JIZ, ?SGN,
and TMR). The 525km arrival has been noticed in previous studies [Shearer, 1990; Chevrot
et al., 1999]. This phase seems to be a robust feature, remaining even after smoothing. Also
of interest is the focusing/defocusing effect in many of the 300-800km range depth stacks.
The notable examples include: TYM (Figure 4-63), SGN (Figure 4-36 and JIZ (Figure
4-27. These stations are all located in central Japan where the upper mantle structure
is thought to be very complex. The 3-D effects of the slab geometry and large thermal
and compositional gradients can distort the wavefield. Large heterogeneity and dipping
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interfaces can cause out of plane scattering which might account for some of the energy on
the T-component images.
5.0.9 Order estimates
The order and scaling estimates found in this study for the 410km discontinuity range
between 0.325-0.450 and 18.00-35.00, respectively. The order and scale estimates for the
660km discontinuity range between 0.225-0.425 and 23-31, respectively. These estimates
give rise to a velocity transitions with cusp-like discontinuities. Figures 5-1 and 5-2 show
the combined results of the 410km and 660km discontinuities.
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410km velocity discontinuity.
The Australian P410s order estimates are slightly lower (0.325) than the Japanese
P410s estimates (0.400-0.450), while the P660s order estimates for the Australian sta-
tions are higher (0.325-0.350) than the Japanese stations (0.225-0.275), see Table 5.0.9 and
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Figure 5-2: Transitions for the 660km velocity discontinuity.
Figures 5-3 and 5-4. The results are very consistent within a specific tectonic setting, i.e.
stable continent or subduction zone. The stable continental setting seems to have a consis-
tent order estimate for both the 410km and 660km discontinuities. The slight differences
maybe be due to a slight thickening or thinning of the transition zone at these locations
[Lebedev et al., 2002a]. The higher order estimate of the 410km velocity discontinuity for
the Japanese stations maybe be due to the temperature and compisitional changes associ-
ated with the subducting slab. The higher the order, the more gradual the onset of the cusp.
The slab is thought to be close to 410km depth beneath central Japan [Deal and Nolet,
1999]. Increased temperatures in the mantle wedge may cause a change in the order esti-
mates. The order estimates for the P660s are lower for the Japanese stations, which could
also be due to the complexity of the slab in this region. These stations show a more "jump-
like" cusp, which might indicate a sharper transition. The order estimation technique works
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Figure 5-3: Summary of the transitions for the 410km velocity discontinuity.
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Figure 5-4: Summary of the transitions for the 660km velocity discontinuity.
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Station 410km order (a) 410km scale (a) 660km order (a) 660km scale (a)
CAN 0.3250 32.50 0.3250 28.00
WRAB 0.3250 18.00 0.3500 26.50
SGN 0.4500 35.00 0.2250 23.00
JIZ 0.4000 26.00 NA NA
TYM NA NA 0.2750 31.00
Table 5.1: Order and scale estimates for the 410km and 660km velocity discontinuities
well for phases occurring near the predicted depth, i.e. 410km or 660km. The windowed
image should be centered near the phase of interest since the window tapers the edges. If
the phase lies close to the edge of the window, it will loose most of it amplitude contribu-
tion and the algorithm might not converge. The dictionary of fractional order splines is also
important and needs to be constructed with scales and orders which are comparable to the
data. The greedy matching pursuit algorithm maximizes a correlation-type function of the
data with the dictionary. If the appropriate fractional order spline is not in the dictionary,
the algorithm has no chance of finding it.
The order estimates are dependent on the type of transition and the behaviour of mantle
materials and their elastic properties. The fractional order of the transitions is consistent
with a mixture type model, also known as a percolation model [Stauffer and Aharony,
1994]. This model differs from the standard mineralogic phase transition model, in that the
phase transitions need not occur within a small depth interval. The cause of the singularity
which gives rise to the converted phase is caused by a critical density of a strong material
with a weak material. The key feature of the mixture model is the connectivity of the
stronger material within weaker matrix. When the connectivity of the stronger material
reaches a "critical point", its elastic properties dominate and give rise to a converted phase.
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This critical point will give rise to a singularity which is "visible" at all scales.
5.0.10 Future work
The results from this study seem to be consistent with a mixture type model for the velocity
discontinuities occurring at 410km and 660km depth. However, further work should be
done to see if this these results are isolated to the study regions or if estimates in these
ranges are found throughout the world. Also of interest is the possibility of lateral variation
in the order of the transitions. Future receiver function work using the techniques presented
here should help confirm if there is or not. Also of interest is the potential for single event
deconvolution, imaging and order estimation. A single event would not have the stacking
difficulties encountered in this study. It might also provide a more robust result for the
matching pursuit algorithm.
5.0.11 Conclusion
The data from this study come from two very different tectonic settings in the earth, i.e. sta-
ble continent and subduction/slab regions. The data quality is very good for the Australian
stations and very good to fair for the Japan stations. Most stations displayed P410s and
P660s phases however this was not always sufficient to get an order estimate. Stacking
difficulties, possibly from azimuthal variations may have caused the double peaks often
seen for the P410s. The strength of the T-component for each station presents possible
evidence for out of plane scattering or anisotropy. Another interesting feature is the occa-
sional arrival of a strong 525km phase. This phase remained after smoothing and seems
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to be a robust feature in the data. The results from the Austalian and Japan stations seem
to indicate the velocity discontinuities at 410km and 660km are not 1st or integer-order
polynomials but are fractional order discontinuities with a cusp-like shape and whose a
values lie between 0 and 1, i.e. between a jump and a ramp discontinuity. Fractional order
discontinuities have interesting implications for currently held mineral physics and mantle
composition models. A mixture type model would have important implications for the par-
titioning and regions of stability for various mineral phases in the mantle transition zone.
It could allow a much larger depth extent to the phase transition region, in that the discon-
tinuities are not in a small zone where all the phase change occurs, but the discontinuity is
caused when a critical density (or connectivity) is reached. The techniques presented here
provide exciting new avenues for the study of the mantle transition zone and the P410s and
P660s phases as well as other possible transitions. Non-linear wavelet techniques allow
the information in converted phases to be preserved and estimated, thereby giving much
more information about the conversions and the physical processes at work in the earth.
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Appendix A
Event tables
Table A. 1: Station CAN event list
No. Date Origin Distance Azimuth Latitude Longitude Depth
time (degrees) (degrees) (km)
1 8-FEB-1990 7:15:32. 50.37 328.21 9.76 124.69 25.00
2 17-JUL-1990 21:14:43 57.98 327.89 16.50 120.98 23.00
3 25-AUG-1990 15:47:53 41.58 324.08 0.53 126.08 11.00
4 30-SEP-1990 19:05:02 63.38 335.68 24.25 125.21 35.00
5 15-OCT-1990 01:35:44 61.96 288.77 -2.21 92.25 32.00
6 13-DEC-1990 12:26:40 43.10 321.86 1.12 124.03 33.00
7 21-DEC-1990 05:29:28 35.54 75.29 -20.47 -174.16 13.00
8 8-JAN-1991 2:04:09. 37.36 72.48 -18.06 -173.53 32.00
9 18-FEB-1991 02:37:25 48.82 329.81 8.87 126.48 23.00
10 24-APR-1991 04:57:14 48.87 330.21 9.04 126.74 13.00
11 19-MAY-1991 00:58:01 43.69 320.55 1.16 122.96 33.00
12 21-MAY-1991 11:00:19 34.50 318.02 -7.52 126.54 18.00
13 7-JUN-1991 1:51:25. 37.05 312.79 -7.20 122.53 536.00
14 15-JUN-1991 01:13:21 86.58 183.60 -58.28 -24.18 51.00
15 20-JUN-1991 05:18:52 43.81 320.37 1.20 122.79 31.00
16 2-JUL-1991 5:14:30. 56.95 295.52 -1.07 99.84 53.00
17 4-JUL-1991 1:43:10. 35.07 314.80 -8.10 124.68 28.00
18 8-AUG-1991 2:09:44. 43.70 320.01 0.97 122.63 12.00
19 30-SEP-1991 00:21:46 31.84 71.81 -20.88 -178.59 566.00
20 30-OCT-1991 10:35:41 39.25 69.25 -15.31 -173.19 17.00
21 11-NOV-1991 22:34:40 60.00 353.25 24.70 142.57 24.00
22 13-NOV-1991 11:12:13 48.41 329.40 8.36 126.37 35.00
Continued ...
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Table A. 1: (continued)
No. Date Origin
time
Distance
(degrees)
Azimuth
(degrees)
Latitude Longitude
23 18-APR-1992 09:16:52 51.69 294.13 -5.45 103.00 29.00
24 12-MAY-1992 18:05:42 39.16 71.53 -16.52 -172.37 15.00
25 17-MAY-1992 09:49:19 47.28 329.10 7.24 126.64 32.00
26 15-JUN-1992 02:48:56 77.50 311.53 24.03 95.93 17.00
27 11-JUL-1992 10:44:19 31.12 74.56 -22.48 -178.41 377.00
28 2-AUG-1992 5:50:11. 39.64 325.09 -0.88 127.58 18.00
29 2-AUG-1992 2:03:20. 37.59 311.85 -7.13 121.75 485.00
30 26-SEP-1992 22:15:57 40.89 328.71 1.29 129.12 27.00
31 23-OCT-1992 21:24:36 35.27 310.47 -9.47 122.56 33.00
32 31-OCT-1992 14:34:22 33.61 345.93 -2.32 141.26 5.00
33 8-DEC-1992 7:08:39. 68.61 299.09 9.29 93.48 66.00
34 23-DEC-1992 03:00:44 33.35 324.84 -6.54 130.42 101.00
35 24-DEC-1992 00:34:13 39.30 69.28 -15.29 -173.13 23.00
36 19-JAN-1993 14:39:26 74.98 347.46 38.65 133.46 448.00
37 20-JAN-1993 17:31:15 33.69 321.36 -7.21 128.57 33.00
38 7-FEB-1993 3:27:42. 73.39 350.28 37.63 137.24 11.00
39 12-MAR-1993 14:01:35 36.04 62.99 -14.38 -178.25 10.00
40 21-MAR-1993 05:04:59 33.53 67.63 -18.04 -178.53 589.00
41 5-APR-1993 4:00:05. 85.16 182.38 -59.80 -26.31 33.00
42 16-APR-1993 14:08:38 33.44 66.90 -17.78 -178.86 565.00
43 18-APR-1993 14:10:38 55.12 135.38 -53.96 -133.87 10.00
44 19-APR-1993 21:01:48 43.73 329.18 4.01 128.20 24.00
45 16-MAY-1993 21:44:48 39.15 69.08 -15.29 -173.33 21.00
46 30-MAY-1993 17:08:53 41.96 326.28 1.55 127.21 81.00
47 6-JUN-1993 3:23:20. 50.91 357.02 15.82 146.60 14.00
48 12-JUL-1993 13:17:11 78.30 352.65 42.85 139.20 17.00
49 7-AUG-1993 9:42:41. 77.38 353.01 41.99 139.84 14.00
50 1-SEP-1993 4:03:19. 62.41 296.05 2.99 96.12 34.00
51 26-SEP-1993 03:31:14 46.20 345.22 10.00 138.22 10.00
52 27-SEP-1993 13:37:32 89.62 167.90 -53.65 -51.62 33.00
53 29-SEP-1993 11:16:03 43.89 318.29 0.49 121.53 97.00
54 29-SEP- 1993 22:25:48 86.79 294.64 18.07 76.45 7.00
55 13-NOV-1993 01:18:04 87.29 5.96 51.93 158.65 34.00
56 9-DEC-1993 4:32:19. 41.59 323.94 0.49 126.00 15.00
57 9-DEC-1993 1:38:27. 41.59 323.76 0.42 125.89 16.00
58 19-JAN-1994 01:53:34 34.19 336.38 -3.18 135.97 23.00
59 21-JAN-1994 02:24:29 41.25 326.63 1.01 127.73 20.00
60 12-FEB-1994 04:16:26 77.53 94.42 -10.79 -128.80 15.00
61 9-MAR-1994 3:28:06. 33.62 67.75 -18.04 -178.41 563.00
62 31-MAR-1994 22:40:52 30.46 72.78 -22.06 -179.53 580.00
Continued ...
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(km)
Table A. 1: (continued)
No. Date Origin
time
Distance
(degrees)
Azimuth
(degrees)
Latitude Longitude
116
Depth
(km)
63 27-APR-1994 09:23:26 35.38 77.23 -21.51 -173.67 28.00
64 11-MAY-1994 08:18:15 56.37 294.64 -2.01 99.77 21.00
65 24-MAY-1994 04:00:42 64.09 332.96 23.96 122.45 16.00
66 29-MAY-1994 14:11:50 76.08 307.88 20.56 94.16 36.00
67 15-JUN-1994 09:22:57 40.62 299.05 -10.34 113.66 20.00
68 21-JUL-1994 18:36:31 78.68 347.87 42.34 132.87 471.00
69 4-AUG-1994 2:15:37. 33.00 326.87 -6.34 131.57 33.00
70 20-AUG- 1994 04:38:50 79.59 0.13 44.66 149.18 24.00
71 16-SEP-1994 06:20:18 64.29 328.83 22.53 118.71 13.00
72 4-OCT-1994 3:22:55. 78.72 358.76 43.77 147.32 14.00
73 5-OCT-1994 0:39:48. 78.91 358.78 43.95 147.34 40.00
74 8-OCT-1994 1:44:07. 39.13 325.37 -1.26 127.98 17.00
75 9-OCT-1994 7:55:39. 78.85 359.20 43.90 147.92 33.00
76 12-OCT-1994 06:43:39 54.05 330.19 13.77 124.53 16.00
77 13-OCT-1994 05:04:24 39.20 325.31 -1.21 127.91 11.00
78 14-NOV-1994 19:15:30 55.32 326.35 13.53 121.07 32.00
79 20-NOV-1994 16:59:05 35.30 336.98 -2.00 135.93 16.00
80 28-DEC-1994 12:19:23 75.64 355.61 40.53 143.42 27.00
81 6-JAN-1995 2:37:34. 75.45 354.61 40.25 142.18 27.00
82 16-JAN-1995 20:46:52 70.75 347.81 34.58 135.02 22.00
83 13-FEB-1995 08:43:37 39.36 324.61 -1.28 127.44 14.00
84 13-FEB-1995 12:29:53 39.34 324.56 -1.31 127.43 17.00
85 13-FEB-1995 15:04:24 39.33 324.57 -1.32 127.44 14.00
86 19-FEB-1995 00:17:45 45.66 327.45 5.24 126.26 76.00
87 31-MAR-1995 14:01:40 74.29 348.59 38.21 135.01 354.00
88 17-APR-1995 23:28:06 80.89 1.61 45.93 151.28 23.00
89 21-APR-1995 00:09:54 52.00 330.53 12.01 125.66 20.00
90 21-APR-1995 05:17:01 51.93 330.85 12.05 125.92 27.00
91 23-APR-1995 05:08:01 52.45 330.43 12.39 125.40 24.00
92 28-APR-1995 16:30:00 79.01 359.27 44.07 148.00 29.00
93 4-MAY-1995 2:18:47. 41.70 328.22 1.89 128.48 23.00
94 5-MAY-1995 3:53:45. 52.70 330.44 12.63 125.30 16.00
95 6-MAY-1995 1:59:07. 78.60 311.74 24.99 95.29 118.00
96 8-MAY-1995 8:08:06. 51.38 330.59 11.46 125.96 12.00
97 14-MAY-1995 11:33:18 34.59 315.14 -8.38 125.13 11.00
98 23-MAY-1995 22:10:11 86.09 195.17 -55.95 -3.36 10.00
99 27-MAY-1995 13:03:52 87.74 356.24 52.63 142.83 11.00
100 24-JUN-1995 06:58:06 31.54 9.44 -3.96 153.93 386.00
101 11-JUL-1995 21:46:39 73.98 312.46 21.97 99.20 13.00
102 27-JUL-1995 05:51:18 66.38 271.07 -12.59 79.23 16.00
Continued ...
Table A. 1: (continued)
No. Date Origin Distance Azimuth Latitude Longitude Depth
time (degrees) (degrees) (km)
103 23-AUG-1995 07:06:02 53.99 355.57 18.86 145.22 595.00
104 6-OCT-1995 8:09:45. 55.12 295.96 -2.04 101.44 33.00
105 18-OCT-1995 10:37:26 65.36 341.69 27.93 130.18 28.00
106 19-OCT-1995 00:32:06 65.59 341.75 28.16 130.16 33.00
107 19-OCT-1995 02:41:36 65.53 341.72 28.09 130.15 20.00
108 29-OCT-1995 19:24:33 41.97 324.06 0.86 125.89 69.00
109 8-NOV-1995 7:14:18. 62.43 294.28 1.83 95.05 33.00
110 13-NOV-1995 02:17:51 44.02 326.89 3.59 126.65 33.00
111 2-DEC-1995 7:13:18. 79.44 0.17 44.51 149.24 18.00
112 3-DEC-1995 8:01:08. 79.60 0.22 44.66 149.30 33.00
113 5-DEC-1995 6:32:06. 34.33 313.82 -9.03 124.67 33.00
114 22-JAN-1996 23:19:57 84.33 182.53 -60.61 -25.90 10.00
115 3-FEB-1996 1:14:20. 77.43 316.74 27.29 100.28 11.00
116 7-FEB-1996 1:36:46. 80.26 0.64 45.32 149.89 43.00
117 16-FEB-1996 15:22:58 72.56 354.48 37.35 142.38 41.00
118 18-FEB-1996 02:25:33 35.76 338.21 -1.34 136.46 10.00
119 5-MAR-1996 4:52:28. 64.30 332.80 24.09 122.21 30.00
120 17-JUN-1996 11:22:18 37.07 312.93 -7.14 122.59 587.00
121 16-JUL-1996 10:07:36 45.03 317.18 1.02 120.25 33.00
122 22-JUL-1996 14:19:35 44.90 317.40 1.00 120.45 33.00
123 5-SEP-1996 3:42:06. 62.59 331.11 21.90 121.50 20.00
124 20-SEP-1996 00:03:18 49.56 329.99 9.60 126.29 33.00
Table A.2: Station JIZ event list
No. Date Origin Distance Azimuth Latitude Longitude Depth
time (degrees) (degrees) (km)
1 19-MAY-1995 21:30:06 39.91 -150.37 -1.05 120.50 25.90
2 21-MAY-1995 16:50:38 75.78 140.28 -28.08 -176.40 33.00
3 16-JUN-1995 13:49:48 67.08 135.34 -18.32 -178.01 555.80
4 22-JUN-1995 07:57:11 58.28 146.75 -16.40 168.08 33.00
5 8-JUL-1995 7:15:27. 43.64 46.41 53.55 -163.72 0.00
6 15-JUL-1995 01:35:08 68.50 135.96 -19.79 -177.58 295.10
7 27-JUL-1995 05:51:20 73.84 -118.60 -12.58 79.23 23.90
8 28-JUL-1995 14:29:10 70.94 135.17 -21.27 -175.36 0.00
9 17-AUG-1995 05:35:38 64.08 147.45 -21.81 170.41 84.00
10 26-AUG-1995 17:16:57 46.22 -155.77 -8.28 121.57 43.10
11 12-SEP-1995 14:23:30 69.11 138.58 -21.74 -179.29 574.70
12 14-SEP-1995 12:24:32 66.06 135.70 -17.71 -178.93 517.80
13 23-SEP-1995 16:05:50 52.15 -133.81 -5.57 104.07 50.70
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Table A.2: (continued)
No. Date Origin
time
Distance
(degrees)
Azimuth
(degrees)
Latitude Longitude
14 9-OCT-1995 3:43:43. 63.62 147.52 -21.43 170.12 123.20
15 29-OCT-1995 19:40:53 69.02 138.64 -21.70 -179.40 566.20
16 13-NOV-1995 07:38:46 67.34 129.48 -15.11 -173.46 0.00
17 17-FEB-1996 10:18:04 43.86 -160.05 -6.98 125.22 549.90
18 2-MAR-1996 1:50:04. 41.47 168.58 -5.94 146.57 53.50
19 11-APR-1996 11:24:26 50.49 150.78 -10.84 161.55 0.00
20 2-MAY-1996 3:34:28. 42.19 156.02 -4.54 154.89 490.10
21 14-MAY-1996 12:36:56 66.48 135.49 -17.93 -178.50 570.00
22 26-MAY-1996 01:43:45 65.03 146.76 -22.34 171.49 121.70
23 3-JUN-1996 8:15:39. 47.51 155.26 -9.36 157.23 0.00
24 3-JUN-1996 0:46:00. 47.52 155.22 -9.36 157.26 33.00
25 3-JUN-1996 0:50:13. 47.58 155.25 -9.42 157.25 33.00
26 3-JUL-1996 6:44:41. 42.66 -81.65 30.11 88.19 8.20
27 4-JUL-1996 5:37:50. 44.87 -156.42 -7.16 122.47 605.40
28 20-JUL-1996 07:41:14 68.61 136.02 -19.92 -177.56 343.40
29 28-JUL-1996 10:40:43 38.13 -148.60 1.04 120.23 33.00
30 8-AUG-1996 7:10:50. 41.59 46.98 53.07 -167.12 25.70
31 11-AUG-1996 01:31:11 55.09 146.38 -13.44 166.83 49.10
32 13-AUG-1996 09:41:21 63.77 147.42 -21.53 170.28 109.10
33 22-AUG-1996 05:35:43 44.59 -157.59 -7.16 123.35 614.00
34 22-AUG-1996 06:09:04 47.04 157.65 -9.50 155.39 11.00
35 27-AUG-1996 06:24:06 69.50 139.44 -22.53 -179.75 559.00
36 28-AUG-1996 16:01:45 50.28 150.91 -10.68 161.37 0.00
37 5-NOV-1996 9:41:31. 76.57 144.74 -31.22 -179.96 340.70
38 9-JAN-1997 3:43:30. 50.19 -62.60 41.02 74.32 16.00
39 21-MAR-1997 12:07:16 76.42 145.05 -31.26 179.65 434.50
40 6-APR-1997 4:36:35. 48.60 -65.19 39.54 77.00 31.00
41 11-APR-1997 05:34:43 48.64 -65.15 39.56 76.95 20.00
42 12-APR-1997 09:21:47 74.80 141.70 -28.10 -178.32 98.50
43 15-APR-1997 18:19:10 48.60 -65.08 39.62 76.98 22.40
44 19-APR-1997 15:26:33 43.88 -3.78 78.43 125.82 10.00
45 20-APR-1997 18:45:18 68.49 135.91 -19.76 -177.55 369.30
46 3-MAY-1997 6:45:55. 77.21 144.52 -31.64 -179.34 47.80
47 11-JUL-1997 09:55:12 48.57 -141.07 -5.72 110.73 577.50
48 25-AUG-1997 11:58:58 69.22 136.76 -20.82 -177.75 370.40
49 29-AUG-1997 08:14:07 38.77 171.42 -3.52 144.37 6.40
50 7-SEP-1997 2:57:06. 43.46 157.29 -6.02 154.49 415.60
51 17-OCT-1997 15:02:00 68.80 137.73 -21.02 -178.79 582.90
52 19-DEC-1997 01:07:25 41.67 167.76 -6.04 147.15 86.70
53 26-DEC-1997 05:34:21 69.37 139.17 -22.27 -179.61 546.00
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Table A.2: (continued)
No. Date Origin
time
Distance
(degrees)
Azimuth
(degrees)
Latitude Longitude
54 27-JAN-1998 19:55:01 68.88 140.42 -22.54 179.05 611.00
55 19-FEB-1998 14:14:51 40.48 -164.67 -4.48 129.08 33.00
56 29-MAR-1998 19:48:16 65.84 135.73 -17.55 -179.09 537.20
57 28-APR-1998 15:44:06 69.12 138.98 -21.97 -179.61 607.80
58 16-MAY-1998 02:22:03 69.38 139.07 -22.23 -179.52 586.10
59 21-MAY-1998 05:34:25 39.15 -148.24 0.21 119.58 33.00
60 17-JUL-1998 22:03:52 52.05 -132.12 -4.69 103.07 50.40
61 22-AUG-1998 11:09:46 38.08 175.08 -3.06 142.04 20.30
62 10-OCT-1998 16:32:19 39.60 -149.01 -0.40 119.84 33.00
63 11-OCT-1998 12:04:54 68.64 137.99 -21.04 -179.11 623.90
64 25-NOV- 1998 18:05:25 46.62 152.76 -7.86 158.62 47.90
65 28-JAN-1999 08:10:05 40.37 47.13 52.89 -169.12 67.20
66 8-FEB-1999 6:22:54. 43.61 167.40 -7.91 147.73 70.20
67 12-MAR-1999 11:16:39 68.55 136.24 -20.00 -177.76 587.00
68 24-MAR-1999 20:32:59 46.76 -149.45 -7.03 117.09 621.40
69 9-APR-1999 2:16:01. 71.63 143.34 -26.35 178.22 621.20
70 7-MAY-1999 4:13:52. 49.74 42.25 56.42 -152.94 20.00
71 26-JUN-1999 22:05:28 66.69 135.25 -17.96 -178.19 590.40
72 22-AUG-1999 12:40:45 58.00 146.64 -16.12 168.04 33.00
73 26-AUG-1999 07:39:28 38.94 169.39 -3.52 145.66 33.00
74 17-NOV-1999 11:36:34 41.95 165.32 -6.00 148.80 45.30
75 30-NOV-1999 20:10:22 69.12 137.81 -21.33 -178.66 547.90
76 7-DEC-1999 0:19:49. 48.82 41.08 57.36 -154.51 40.90
77 8-DEC-1999 3:34:44. 48.96 152.13 -9.84 159.96 33.00
78 10-DEC-1999 03:34:45 68.98 139.82 -22.30 179.61 599.90
79 21-DEC-1999 14:14:57 52.33 -136.27 -6.84 105.56 56.00
80 5-JAN-2000 8:26:07. 52.14 -142.13 -9.20 109.59 33.00
81 8-JAN-2000 1:19:46. 48.86 152.30 -9.80 159.81 33.00
82 3-MAR-2000 2:22:40. 41.98 172.85 -6.82 143.81 10.00
83 30-APR-2000 21:08:35 39.54 168.10 -3.99 146.56 10.00
84 8-MAY-2000 0:28:25. 40.71 163.03 -4.46 150.00 502.00
85 14-MAY-2000 20:08:34 41.94 -155.98 -4.30 123.16 33.00
86 6-JUN-2000 9:58:06. 52.59 -132.07 -5.09 102.70 33.00
87 14-JUN-2000 02:15:25 70.84 143.00 -25.52 178.05 604.60
88 15-AUG-2000 04:30:08 76.66 145.13 -31.51 179.73 357.70
89 27-AUG-2000 04:22:27 65.83 135.69 -17.52 -179.06 548.90
90 2-SEP-2000 7:02:19. 67.84 137.40 -20.07 -179.13 687.60
91 21-SEP-2000 14:33:15 48.63 -140.94 -5.71 110.62 560.90
92 22-SEP-2000 18:22:03 52.85 -131.38 -4.96 102.10 33.00
93 25-OCT-2000 09:32:23 52.04 -136.13 -6.55 105.63 38.00
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Table A.2: (continued)
No. Date Origin Distance Azimuth Latitude Longitude Depth
time (degrees) (degrees) (km)
94 6-DEC-2000 2:57:40. 41.21 158.95 -4.22 152.73 31.00
95 18-DEC-2000 01:19:21 68.74 138.09 -21.18 -179.12 628.20
96 16-FEB-2001 05:59:09 46.72 -150.02 -7.16 117.49 521.00
Table A.3: Station SGN event list
No. Date Origin Distance Azimuth Latitude Longitude Depth
time (degrees) (degrees) (km)
1 13-APR-1995 02:34:36 57.39 142.86 -13.52 170.49 623.00
2 16-APR-1995 13:23:45 49.37 152.72 -9.84 159.62 10.40
3 17-APR-1995 01:14:16 47.13 155.78 -8.57 156.65 11.50
4 25-APR-1995 06:15:01 42.15 167.45 -5.89 147.38 22.10
5 1-MAY-1995 8:29:35. 50.81 151.02 -10.66 161.41 43.90
6 5-MAY-1995 3:01:40. 49.30 -153.69 -10.05 119.00 33.00
7 5-MAY-1995 7:19:22. 51.41 -143.86 -8.72 111.15 105.70
8 14-MAY-1995 11:33:18 45.81 -160.73 -8.41 125.11 11.20
9 16-MAY-1995 20:12:45 65.42 148.63 -22.98 169.89 30.40
10 19-MAY-1995 21:30:06 40.41 -150.79 -1.05 120.50 25.90
11 21-MAY-1995 16:50:38 76.26 140.34 -28.08 -176.40 33.00
12 22-MAY-1995 03:45:00 65.25 148.37 -22.72 170.03 6.50
13 2-JUN-1995 5:45:08. 40.03 172.79 -4.29 143.59 102.90
14 16-JUN-1995 13:49:48 67.53 135.48 -18.32 -178.01 555.80
15 17-JUN-1995 01:37:09 46.24 -157.99 -8.24 123.08 19.70
16 22-JUN-1995 07:57:11 58.80 146.90 -16.40 168.08 33.00
17 24-JUN-1995 06:58:08 41.88 157.30 -3.96 153.91 403.80
18 25-JUN-1995 02:10:36 40.29 161.98 -3.30 150.51 6.60
19 27-JUN-1995 17:16:34 41.07 161.37 -3.96 151.10 391.00
20 3-JUL-1995 9:50:50. 76.70 141.94 -29.35 -177.55 0.00
21 8-JUL-1995 1:39:06. 76.49 -94.30 4.37 62.43 10.00
22 8-JUL-1995 7:15:27. 43.26 46.86 53.55 -163.72 0.00
23 8-JUL-1995 3:49:44. 73.19 137.90 -24.22 -176.32 19.60
24 12-JUL-1995 09:38:17 38.82 -143.39 2.46 116.97 37.90
25 12-JUL-1995 23:54:39 41.33 163.96 -4.62 149.50 572.00
26 13-JUL- 1995 00:00:24 66.02 148.09 -23.29 170.67 34.50
27 15-JUL-1995 01:35:08 68.95 136.08 -19.79 -177.58 295.10
28 19-JUL-1995 13:28:26 42.34 158.53 -4.64 153.27 0.00
29 27-JUL-1995 05:51:20 74.09 -118.79 -12.58 79.23 23.90
30 27-JUL-1995 12:21:33 51.28 -144.01 -8.66 111.32 88.80
31 28-JUL-1995 14:29:10 71.39 135.28 -21.27 -175.36 0.00
32 5-AUG-1995 9:42:50. 63.66 137.65 -16.35 177.94 48.60
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Table A.3: (continued)
No. Date Origin
time
Distance
(degrees)
Azimuth
(degrees)
Latitude Longitude
33 7-AUG-1995 1:36:45. 71.52 133.36 -20.24 -173.75 33.00
34 8-AUG-1995 5:33:44. 65.30 149.40 -23.20 169.16 8.60
35 11-AUG-1995 09:19:24 65.97 147.94 -23.18 170.77 33.50
36 14-AUG-1995 04:37:21 42.09 161.15 -4.90 151.50 164.50
37 16-AUG-1995 10:27:30 43.73 157.80 -5.82 154.17 46.60
38 16-AUG-1995 16:24:29 43.21 158.23 -5.42 153.72 43.20
39 17-AUG-1995 05:35:38 64.60 147.56 -21.81 170.41 84.00
40 19-AUG-1995 21:28:23 42.80 158.04 -4.98 153.72 102.50
41 20-AUG-1995 05:19:59 43.21 159.18 -5.60 153.10 33.00
42 26-AUG-1995 17:16:57 46.75 -156.06 -8.28 121.57 43.10
43 30-AUG-1995 23:04:04 70.97 132.48 -19.29 -173.43 9.90
44 7-SEP-1995 3:39:21. 65.08 147.64 -22.26 170.58 31.40
45 12-SEP-1995 14:23:30 69.58 138.68 -21.74 -179.29 574.70
46 14-SEP-1995 12:24:32 66.51 135.84 -17.71 -178.93 517.80
47 16-SEP-1995 01:03:42 44.62 156.68 -6.41 155.20 205.50
48 23-SEP-1995 02:34:15 42.12 168.55 -5.99 146.64 51.20
49 23-SEP-1995 16:05:50 52.53 -134.19 -5.57 104.07 50.70
50 26-SEP-1995 18:24:14 55.45 146.23 -13.18 167.00 204.90
51 27-SEP-1995 01:27:34 42.37 170.34 -6.41 145.48 78.90
52 6-OCT-1995 1:39:29. 70.01 134.86 -19.94 -175.92 150.50
53 6-OCT-1995 8:09:46. 51.28 -128.85 -2.01 101.50 36.70
54 8-OCT-1995 8:55:45. 51.44 -62.49 41.00 72.17 14.80
55 9-OCT-1995 3:43:43. 64.14 147.63 -21.43 170.12 123.20
56 23-OCT-1995 03:58:09 56.62 146.57 -14.35 167.30 207.00
57 29-OCT-1995 19:40:53 69.49 138.75 -21.70 -179.40 566.20
58 8-NOV-1995 7:14:18. 52.78 -119.53 1.82 95.06 29.20
59 13-NOV-1995 07:38:46 67.75 129.63 -15.11 -173.46 0.00
60 22-NOV-1995 13:27:56 51.21 -119.19 3.12 95.99 52.50
61 26-NOV-1995 03:03:58 55.74 147.11 -13.77 166.47 20.60
62 5-DEC-1995 6:32:06. 46.50 -160.40 -9.00 124.69 0.00
63 7-JAN-1996 3:14:34. 45.36 156.11 -6.98 155.83 73.70
64 17-JAN-1996 10:06:44 39.93 178.29 -4.41 140.05 95.00
65 22-JAN-1996 08:59:53 38.56 175.69 -2.97 141.63 28.00
66 12-FEB-1996 09:08:12 50.34 -153.88 -11.07 118.74 0.00
67 17-FEB-1996 10:18:04 44.41 -160.32 -6.98 125.22 549.90
68 19-FEB-1996 23:48:39 62.66 147.95 -20.25 169.11 45.30
69 2-MAR-1996 1:50:04. 42.06 168.63 -5.94 146.57 53.50
70 17-MAR-1996 14:48:57 56.95 146.76 -14.71 167.31 169.00
71 18-MAR-1996 10:30:20 42.52 167.08 -6.21 147.69 76.40
72 19-MAR-1996 15:00:25 48.41 -64.99 40.01 76.71 25.00
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Table A.3: (continued)
No. Date Origin
time
Distance
(degrees)
Azimuth
(degrees)
Latitude Longitude
73 30-MAR-1996 13:05:17 40.18 48.69 52.23 -168.75 0.00
74 31-MAR-1996 23:41:42 53.21 146.52 -11.30 165.73 33.00
75 11-APR-1996 11:24:26 51.03 150.96 -10.84 161.55 0.00
76 29-APR-1996 14:40:42 44.69 156.96 -6.54 155.04 57.20
77 1-MAY-1996 9:21:23. 44.76 157.20 -6.66 154.89 25.30
78 2-MAY-1996 3:34:28. 42.75 156.22 -4.54 154.89 490.10
79 11-MAY-1996 13:43:48 44.83 157.00 -6.68 155.05 59.60
80 14-MAY-1996 12:36:56 66.93 135.63 -17.93 -178.50 570.00
81 26-MAY-1996 01:43:45 65.54 146.86 -22.34 171.49 121.70
82 31-MAY-1996 01:31:39 41.90 166.52 -5.54 147.95 258.20
83 3-JUN-1996 8:15:39. 48.07 155.42 -9.36 157.23 0.00
84 3-JUN-1996 0:46:00. 48.08 155.38 -9.36 157.26 33.00
85 3-JUN-1996 0:50:13. 48.13 155.41 -9.42 157.25 33.00
86 10-JUN-1996 01:04:47 55.83 146.28 -13.53 167.14 212.20
87 17-JUN-1996 11:22:18 45.31 -156.88 -7.11 122.61 589.50
88 3-JUL-1996 6:44:41. 42.54 -82.31 30.11 88.19 8.20
89 4-JUL-1996 5:37:50. 45.40 -156.72 -7.16 122.47 605.40
90 5-JUL-1996 8:34:39. 50.20 151.28 -10.18 160.98 64.90
91 20-JUL-1996 07:41:14 69.06 136.14 -19.92 -177.56 343.40
92 28-JUL- 1996 06:11:23 42.00 167.30 -5.73 147.45 131.20
93 28-JUL-1996 10:40:43 38.61 -149.06 1.04 120.23 33.00
94 8-AUG-1996 7:10:50. 41.22 47.48 53.07 -167.12 25.70
95 9-AUG-1996 0:27:05. 52.47 -127.08 -2.03 99.67 33.00
96 10-AUG-1996 22:35:48 52.48 -127.00 -1.99 99.61 32.20
97 11-AUG-1996 01:31:11 55.61 146.55 -13.44 166.83 49.10
98 13-AUG-1996 09:41:21 64.29 147.53 -21.53 170.28 109.10
99 15-AUG-1996 07:33:52 55.51 146.47 -13.32 166.85 45.10
100 22-AUG-1996 05:35:43 45.12 -157.88 -7.16 123.35 614.00
101 22-AUG-1996 06:09:04 47.61 157.79 -9.50 155.39 11.00
102 27-AUG-1996 06:24:06 69.98 139.54 -22.53 -179.75 559.00
103 28-AUG-1996 16:01:45 50.82 151.08 -10.68 161.37 0.00
104 1-SEP-1996 6:45:41. 54.13 145.84 -11.86 166.65 183.90
105 5-SEP-1996 5:36:26. 39.19 -149.78 0.33 120.40 30.50
106 6-SEP-1996 2:39:42. 45.66 156.26 -7.30 155.82 46.40
107 6-SEP-1996 3:48:48. 45.76 156.30 -7.40 155.83 65.40
108 25-SEP-1996 21:16:08 53.07 -141.58 -9.26 108.73 26.60
109 10-OCT-1996 15:21:02 49.62 -120.58 3.49 97.88 19.70
110 12-OCT-1996 15:36:00 45.51 156.66 -7.25 155.50 25.00
111 12-OCT-1996 18:27:08 45.53 156.71 -7.28 155.47 21.80
112 17-OCT-1996 15:38:18 49.00 37.50 60.28 -153.12 123.30
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Table A.3: (continued)
No. Date Origin
time
Distance
(degrees)
Azimuth
(degrees)
Latitude Longitude
123
Depth
(km)
--~-
113 18-OCT-1996 05:04:05 42.46 165.60 -5.96 148.67 91.20
114 22-OCT-1996 22:15:02 52.40 33.11 63.46 -145.47 11.40
115 1-NOV-1996 3:32:29. 38.12 162.64 -1.31 149.56 0.40
116 2-NOV-1996 0:08:51. 47.65 -150.39 -7.57 117.33 312.70
117 5-NOV-1996 9:41:31. 77.08 144.78 -31.22 -179.96 340.70
118 14-NOV-1996 13:47:38 70.82 136.26 -21.39 -176.52 202.90
119 19-NOV-1996 10:44:46 48.68 -71.45 35.31 78.20 0.00
120 13-DEC-1996 09:56:02 53.05 -134.68 -6.21 104.08 79.70
121 30-DEC-1996 19:41:50 40.80 -163.37 -4.01 128.14 26.40
122 5-JAN-1997 8:47:24. 48.75 -79.15 29.87 80.56 24.90
123 9-JAN-1997 3:43:30. 49.88 -63.06 41.02 74.32 16.00
124 17-JAN-1997 11:20:21 46.70 -158.85 -8.87 123.54 109.70
125 10-FEB-1997 19:25:22 48.67 -154.07 -9.57 119.50 3.30
126 15-FEB-1997 12:11:16 47.80 -150.72 -7.81 117.50 286.40
127 27-FEB-1997 21:08:02 58.49 -73.61 29.96 68.20 33.60
128 13-MAR-1997 20:41:22 39.91 173.65 -4.22 143.03 123.50
129 17-MAR-1997 08:05:50 52.61 -136.43 -6.66 105.48 50.90
130 21-MAR-1997 12:07:16 76.93 145.09 -31.26 179.65 434.50
131 6-APR-1997 4:36:35. 48.32 -65.68 39.54 77.00 31.00
132 11-APR-1997 05:34:43 48.35 -65.64 39.56 76.95 20.00
133 12-APR-1997 09:21:47 75.29 141.76 -28.10 -178.32 98.50
134 13-APR-1997 19:53:53 52.10 147.85 -10.78 164.26 0.00
135 15-APR-1997 18:19:10 48.31 -65.57 39.62 76.98 22.40
136 19-APR-1997 15:26:33 43.28 -3.81 78.43 125.82 10.00
137 20-APR-1997 18:45:18 68.95 136.04 -19.76 -177.55 369.30
138 22-APR-1997 05:55:58 51.97 -130.54 -3.38 102.10 100.70
139 27-APR-1997 00:31:34 61.46 147.76 -19.12 168.68 51.10
140 3-MAY-1997 6:45:55. 77.72 144.56 -31.64 -179.34 47.80
141 8-MAY-1997 2:53:14. 41.31 -91.64 24.89 92.28 0.00
142 16-MAY-1997 14:16:57 64.24 147.99 -21.67 169.86 31.10
143 18-MAY-1997 22:14:14 52.38 -127.00 -1.92 99.68 7.80
144 27-MAY-1997 08:00:31 68.09 129.60 -15.35 -173.21 33.00
145 11-JUN-1997 19:12:31 50.38 -120.62 2.92 97.37 84.20
146 25-JUN-1997 03:54:12 68.79 129.91 -16.08 -172.96 0.00
147 5-JUL-1997 2:46:41. 53.03 147.67 -11.55 164.80 33.00
148 7-JUL-1997 1:24:40. 51.55 -122.55 1.04 97.63 56.10
149 10-JUL-1997 13:10:47 52.09 -147.82 -10.77 113.62 31.10
150 11-JUL-1997 09:55:12 49.01 -141.45 -5.72 110.73 577.50
151 11-JUL-1997 14:54:50 40.69 -97.57 21.74 94.86 152.20
152 20-JUL-1997 00:30:20 40.92 48.31 52.51 -167.56 14.40
Continued ...
Table A.3: (continued)
No. Date Origin
time
Distance
(degrees)
Azimuth
(degrees)
Latitude Longitude
124
Depth
(km)
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153 31-JUL-1997 21:54:19 42.83 -168.23 -6.66 130.92 42.60
154 10-AUG-1997 09:20:31 53.36 -162.52 -16.05 124.42 10.00
155 24-AUG-1997 13:15:22 58.61 -73.33 30.12 67.96 32.60
156 25-AUG-1997 11:58:58 69.68 136.88 -20.82 -177.75 370.40
157 25-AUG-1997 21:24:06 52.22 -127.32 -1.97 99.98 18.50
158 29-AUG-1997 08:14:07 39.36 171.45 -3.52 144.37 6.40
159 4-SEP-1997 0:53:01. 40.75 160.71 -3.53 151.42 400.00
160 7-SEP-1997 2:57:06. 44.02 157.46 -6.02 154.49 415.60
161 6-OCT-1997 9:08:04. 48.57 153.42 -9.30 158.82 29.40
162 8-OCT-1997 0:47:49. 74.55 144.89 -29.15 178.35 606.90
163 10-OCT-1997 18:45:49 48.54 153.51 -9.29 158.75 12.30
164 17-OCT-1997 15:02:00 69.27 137.84 -21.02 -178.79 582.90
165 29-OCT-1997 04:56:00 53.08 -134.81 -6.30 104.15 64.10
166 3-NOV-1997 1:37:15. 70.38 134.42 -19.98 -175.34 151.50
167 16-DEC-1997 23:50:46 42.15 167.74 -5.93 147.18 115.20
168 18-DEC-1997 05:46:54 52.51 -126.96 -2.00 99.57 13.80
169 19-DEC-1997 01:07:25 42.26 167.82 -6.04 147.15 86.70
170 22-DEC-1997 02:05:51 41.91 166.68 -5.56 147.84 190.00
171 26-DEC-1997 05:34:21 69.84 139.28 -22.27 -179.61 546.00
172 13-JAN-1998 09:50:11 40.66 -164.85 -4.10 129.12 44.40
173 27-JAN-1998 19:55:01 69.36 140.53 -22.54 179.05 611.00
174 7-FEB-1998 3:20:18. 57.03 146.79 -14.80 167.32 129.10
175 19-FEB-1998 14:14:51 41.04 -164.92 -4.48 129.08 33.00
176 28-FEB-1998 10:46:52 56.72 146.55 -14.42 167.35 184.90
177 21-MAR-1998 18:22:28 54.44 -67.25 36.43 70.13 227.80
178 29-MAR-1998 19:48:16 66.30 135.88 -17.55 -179.09 537.20
179 30-MAR-1998 04:06:02 58.34 146.81 -15.96 167.94 178.80
180 11-APR-1998 00:44:35 72.84 137.37 -23.64 -176.11 33.00
181 28-APR-1998 15:44:06 69.60 139.09 -21.97 -179.61 607.80
182 11-MAY-1998 12:40:41 42.63 159.72 -5.16 152.58 49.40
183 16-MAY-1998 02:22:03 69.85 139.17 -22.23 -179.52 586.10
184 21-MAY-1998 05:34:25 39.64 -148.68 0.21 119.58 33.00
185 29-MAY-1998 04:47:54 52.62 -127.18 -2.19 99.63 33.00
186 12-JUN-1998 21:53:00 42.08 166.66 -5.72 147.89 139.50
187 4-JUL-1998 1:23:42. 40.01 172.87 -4.28 143.54 110.10
188 9-JUL-1998 9:39:43. 48.95 37.17 60.53 -153.22 144.80
189 17-JUL-1998 08:49:13 38.57 175.23 -2.96 141.93 10.00
190 17-JUL-1998 22:03:52 52.42 -132.51 -4.69 103.07 50.40
191 25-JUL-1998 02:39:23 55.77 146.60 -13.61 166.87 43.50
192 29-JUL-1998 18:00:29 38.20 -179.93 -2.69 138.90 33.00
Continued ...
Table A.3: (continued)
No. Date Origin
time
Distance
(degrees)
Azimuth
(degrees)
Latitude Longitude
125
Depth
(km)
193 31-JUL-1998 12:40:59 64.17 147.99 -21.61 169.82 33.00
194 10-AUG-1998 09:52:14 49.57 -113.71 7.32 94.31 33.00
195 14-AUG-1998 00:55:37 53.55 146.06 -11.43 166.22 57.60
196 22-AUG-1998 11:09:46 38.68 175.06 -3.06 142.04 20.30
197 25-AUG-1998 07:41:40 42.61 -82.31 30.08 88.11 33.00
198 2-SEP-1998 8:52:42. 76.37 143.05 -29.70 -178.79 230.10
199 20-SEP-1998 21:21:55 52.73 -138.72 -7.77 106.95 67.40
200 21-SEP-1998 12:09:39 55.71 146.66 -13.57 166.79 33.00
201 27-SEP-1998 11:07:16 70.30 135.03 -20.27 -175.88 207.30
202 28-SEP-1998 13:34:30 50.35 -144.95 -8.19 112.41 151.60
203 10-OCT-1998 16:32:19 40.08 -149.45 -0.40 119.84 33.00
204 11-OCT-1998 12:04:54 69.11 138.11 -21.04 -179.11 623.90
205 31-OCT-1998 11:19:06 56.25 -129.56 -6.22 98.80 33.00
206 9-NOV-1998 5:30:14. 43.48 -165.60 -6.95 129.02 33.00
207 24-NOV-1998 21:24:31 68.90 129.66 -16.00 -172.70 33.00
208 24-NOV-1998 23:54:46 68.03 131.63 -16.51 -174.75 223.20
209 25-NOV-1998 18:05:25 47.16 152.95 -7.86 158.62 47.90
210 26-DEC-1998 15:39:07 39.54 -155.52 -1.36 123.64 33.00
211 28-JAN-1999 08:10:05 40.00 47.65 52.89 -169.12 67.20
212 3-FEB-1999 1:13:57. 71.20 133.88 -20.30 -174.37 33.00
213 4-FEB-1999 2:35:36. 45.18 165.52 -8.61 149.28 98.30
214 4-FEB-1999 9:28:00. 51.08 -117.72 4.03 95.28 55.50
215 5-FEB-1999 1:39:45. 54.94 145.94 -12.62 166.97 213.00
216 8-FEB-1999 6:22:54. 44.20 167.46 -7.91 147.73 70.20
217 14-FEB-1999 21:12:24 57.96 146.50 -15.51 168.00 10.00
218 12-MAR-1999 11:16:39 69.01 136.36 -20.00 -177.76 587.00
219 24-MAR-1999 20:32:59 47.25 -149.79 -7.03 117.09 621.40
220 28-MAR-1999 19:05:11 49.43 -77.86 30.51 79.40 15.00
221 1-APR-1999 1:36:21. 41.90 159.20 -4.36 152.71 33.00
222 8-APR-1999 1:30:15. 38.67 -153.76 -0.15 122.91 91.80
223 9-APR-1999 2:16:01. 72.13 143.42 -26.35 178.22 621.20
224 15-APR-1999 13:54:43 42.53 168.15 -6.35 146.98 31.90
225 17-APR-1999 00:56:25 59.38 87.23 19.25 -155.49 10.90
226 6-MAY-1999 3:00:53. 71.20 -66.66 29.50 51.88 33.00
227 7-MAY-1999 4:13:52. 49.33 42.59 56.42 -152.94 20.00
228 13-MAY-1999 13:54:39 39.46 -151.75 -0.42 121.44 34.70
229 4-JUN-1999 4:25:57. 43.06 46.41 53.86 -164.06 33.00
230 4-JUN-1999 9:12:50. 68.69 -54.32 40.80 47.45 33.00
231 21-JUN-1999 17:37:27 54.02 -67.50 36.39 70.71 230.20
232 26-JUN-1999 21:54:10 57.46 -74.01 30.10 69.44 33.00
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No. Date Origin
time
Distance
(degrees)
Azimuth
(degrees)
Latitude Longitude
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Depth
(km)
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233 26-JUN-1999 22:05:28 67.14 135.39 -17.96 -178.19 590.40
234 29-JUN-1999 05:50:08 45.75 167.69 -9.47 147.85 33.00
235 3-JUL-1999 1:43:54. 69.39 46.16 47.08 -123.46 40.60
236 12-JUL-1999 03:42:16 57.49 -74.03 30.07 69.42 51.50
237 19-JUL-1999 02:17:03 76.08 141.55 -28.63 -177.61 39.00
238 21-JUL-1999 13:46:29 49.32 -118.96 4.57 97.21 175.00
239 12-AUG-1999 05:44:59 40.29 -153.97 -1.72 122.46 33.00
240 13-AUG-1999 10:12:20 40.33 -154.06 -1.78 122.49 33.00
241 14-AUG-1999 00:16:52 52.42 -135.07 -5.88 104.71 101.40
242 17-AUG-1999 00:01:39 79.78 -46.68 40.75 29.86 17.00
243 22-AUG-1999 12:40:45 58.52 146.79 -16.12 168.04 33.00
244 26-AUG-1999 01:24:42 27.75 -151.76 10.38 126.01 62.60
245 26-AUG-1999 07:39:28 39.53 169.44 -3.52 145.66 33.00
246 13-SEP-1999 11:55:28 79.70 -46.80 40.71 30.05 13.00
247 17-SEP-1999 14:54:48 56.10 146.32 -13.79 167.24 196.80
248 19-SEP-1999 03:18:54 40.70 161.56 -3.62 150.88 430.50
249 12-OCT-1999 13:27:45 71.77 134.51 -21.12 -174.49 33.00
250 13-OCT-1999 01:33:40 44.75 45.28 54.66 -161.19 30.00
251 11-NOV-1999 18:05:43 49.55 -124.91 1.28 100.32 211.00
252 12-NOV-1999 16:57:19 79.00 -47.29 40.76 31.16 10.00
253 15-NOV-1999 05:42:43 59.35 -117.14 -1.34 88.98 10.00
254 17-NOV-1999 11:36:34 42.53 165.41 -6.00 148.80 45.30
255 19-NOV-1999 11:21:28 42.89 165.93 -6.43 148.53 33.00
256 19-NOV-1999 13:56:46 42.86 165.58 -6.35 148.76 33.00
257 25-NOV-1999 04:00:09 39.93 -152.13 -0.94 121.49 33.00
258 27-NOV-1999 22:41:11 42.31 158.91 -4.69 153.02 89.40
259 30-NOV-1999 20:10:22 69.58 137.92 -21.33 -178.66 547.90
260 6-DEC-1999 3:12:33. 48.42 41.35 57.41 -154.49 66.00
261 7-DEC-1999 0:19:49. 48.40 41.42 57.36 -154.51 40.90
262 8-DEC-1999 3:34:44. 49.50 152.31 -9.84 159.96 33.00
263 9-DEC-1999 0:18:17. 42.42 166.37 -6.03 148.14 58.30
264 10-DEC-1999 03:34:45 69.46 139.92 -22.30 179.61 599.90
265 21-DEC-1999 14:14:57 52.73 -136.63 -6.84 105.56 56.00
266 22-DEC-1999 13:32:37 52.72 146.57 -10.88 165.46 33.00
267 29-DEC-1999 20:59:31 52.95 146.91 -11.21 165.32 33.00
268 5-JAN-2000 8:26:07. 52.58 -142.46 -9.20 109.59 33.00
269 8-JAN-2000 1:19:46. 49.41 152.47 -9.80 159.81 33.00
270 15-JAN-2000 02:04:00 42.79 166.05 -6.34 148.43 72.40
271 19-JAN-2000 07:09:33 54.27 -67.41 36.37 70.38 206.90
272 23-JAN-2000 06:08:24 46.78 -154.69 -7.97 120.61 46.80
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No. Date Origin
time
Distance
(degrees)
Azimuth
(degrees)
Latitude Longitude
273 3-FEB-2000 0:24:59. 48.56 31.19 65.01 -154.24 7.30
274 3-MAR-2000 2:09:13. 43.94 -164.97 -7.32 128.49 141.90
275 3-MAR-2000 2:22:40. 42.57 172.86 -6.82 143.81 10.00
276 3-APR-2000 8:55:00. 38.59 -152.23 0.27 122.05 187.00
277 30-APR-2000 21:08:35 40.13 168.18 -3.99 146.56 10.00
278 4-MAY-2000 4:21:16. 39.32 -155.27 -1.10 123.57 26.00
279 6-MAY-2000 3:44:13. 53.08 146.84 -11.29 165.43 12.00
280 8-MAY-2000 0:28:25. 41.29 163.16 -4.46 150.00 502.00
281 8-MAY-2000 2:29:59. 52.69 -124.51 -0.85 98.00 33.00
282 8-MAY-2000 1:35:42. 77.07 144.98 -31.32 179.84 383.10
283 14-MAY-2000 10:47:43 39.69 -155.12 -1.42 123.35 33.00
284 14-MAY-2000 20:08:34 42.47 -156.31 -4.30 123.16 33.00
285 19-MAY-2000 20:34:26 49.03 38.92 59.20 -153.14 79.50
286 2-JUN-2000 1:13:49. 66.59 50.98 44.51 -130.08 10.00
287 5-JUN-2000 3:00:26. 53.26 -133.02 -5.61 102.89 33.00
288 5-JUN-2000 6:34:11. 52.84 -132.27 -4.91 102.66 33.00
289 5-JUN-2000 3:55:42. 52.62 -131.04 -4.14 102.01 33.00
290 6-JUN-2000 2:41:49. 77.94 -48.20 40.69 32.99 10.00
291 6-JUN-2000 9:58:06. 52.96 -132.45 -5.09 102.70 33.00
292 7-JUN-2000 3:45:26. 53.06 -131.30 -4.61 101.90 33.00
293 10-JUN-2000 09:17:53 53.57 146.05 -11.45 166.24 33.00
294 14-JUN-2000 02:15:25 71.34 143.08 -25.52 178.05 604.60
295 18-JUN-2000 14:44:13 63.03 -133.78 -13.80 97.45 10.00
296 20-JUN-2000 11:34:00 63.19 -134.10 -14.10 97.58 10.00
297 21-JUN-2000 00:51:46 79.22 -8.91 63.98 -20.76 10.00
298 10-JUL-2000 10:39:39 51.83 -133.05 -4.47 103.76 104.70
299 11-JUL-2000 01:32:28 48.57 41.40 57.37 -154.21 43.60
300 15-JUL-2000 07:13:44 43.57 -165.49 -7.03 128.93 217.90
301 16-JUL-2000 11:38:18 39.70 -179.95 -4.19 138.91 33.00
302 16-JUL-2000 17:25:23 54.54 146.30 -12.40 166.51 33.00
303 17-JUL-2000 22:53:47 53.90 -67.70 36.28 70.92 141.40
304 22-JUL-2000 20:56:12 52.35 -131.34 -4.07 102.37 69.10
305 31-JUL-2000 22:44:30 62.15 140.91 -16.70 174.54 10.00
306 3-AUG-2000 1:09:38. 54.19 146.16 -12.04 166.45 33.00
307 9-AUG-2000 0:08:41. 58.12 146.61 -15.69 167.99 33.00
308 14-AUG-2000 22:11:00 47.00 159.70 -9.35 153.85 10.00
309 14-AUG-2000 22:11:00 47.00 159.70 -9.35 153.85 10.00
310 15-AUG-2000 04:30:08 77.17 145.18 -31.51 179.73 357.70
311 20-AUG-2000 22:38:30 39.75 -154.78 -1.40 123.13 33.00
312 24-AUG-2000 11:36:45 53.71 -133.14 -6.03 102.69 33.00
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Table A.3: (continued)
No. Date Origin
time
Distance
(degrees)
Azimuth
(degrees)
Latitude Longitude
313 27-AUG-2000 04:22:27 66.28 135.83 -17.52 -179.06 548.90
314 28-AUG-2000 15:05:47 41.07 -162.30 -4.11 127.39 16.00
315 28-AUG-2000 19:29:24 41.14 -162.20 -4.16 127.31 33.00
316 1-SEP-2000 1:56:51. 51.98 -121.24 1.44 96.59 33.00
317 2-SEP-2000 7:02:19. 68.31 137.52 -20.07 -179.13 687.60
318 21-SEP-2000 14:33:15 49.06 -141.32 -5.71 110.62 560.90
319 22-SEP-2000 18:22:03 53.22 -131.77 -4.96 102.10 33.00
320 7-OCT-2000 1:57:40. 49.09 -154.12 -9.97 119.38 33.00
321 25-OCT-2000 09:32:23 52.44 -136.50 -6.55 105.63 38.00
322 29-OCT-2000 08:36:55 43.09 157.82 -5.21 153.96 33.00
323 6-NOV-2000 1:40:26. 49.07 42.97 56.15 -153.46 20.00
324 17-NOV-2000 21:01:56 42.74 160.99 -5.50 151.78 33.00
325 18-NOV-2000 06:54:58 42.48 160.90 -5.23 151.77 33.00
326 19-NOV-2000 16:22:14 42.44 158.82 -4.80 153.11 33.00
327 25-NOV-2000 16:46:58 43.19 158.40 -5.42 153.60 33.00
328 6-DEC-2000 2:57:40. 41.77 159.11 -4.22 152.73 31.00
329 7-DEC-2000 9:31:19. 41.85 159.05 -4.27 152.79 33.00
330 15-DEC-2000 16:44:47 80.30 -49.22 38.46 31.35 10.00
331 18-DEC-2000 01:19:21 69.21 138.21 -21.18 -179.12 628.20
332 20-DEC-2000 16:49:43 47.04 159.01 -9.23 154.35 33.00
333 21-DEC-2000 01:01:27 42.77 162.00 -5.71 151.12 33.00
334 21-DEC-2000 02:41:23 43.28 157.64 -5.35 154.13 386.70
335 22-DEC-2000 08:30:39 51.89 147.76 -10.56 164.22 33.00
336 23-DEC-2000 07:13:24 43.48 -175.49 -7.87 135.82 61.70
337 25-DEC-2000 05:11:58 69.28 138.26 -21.26 -179.12 644.80
338 27-DEC-2000 07:03:47 47.21 158.74 -9.33 154.59 33.00
339 28-DEC-2000 04:34:28 41.49 159.64 -4.05 152.31 33.00
340 30-DEC-2000 07:42:46 54.80 145.89 -12.47 166.93 220.70
341 7-JAN-2001 2:55:46. 52.51 -141.40 -8.70 108.89 33.00
342 25-JAN-2001 05:29:38 49.39 37.70 60.11 -152.36 86.90
343 26-JAN-2001 03:16:40 59.87 -81.35 23.42 70.23 16.00
344 13-FEB-2001 19:28:30 52.71 -132.00 -4.68 102.56 36.00
345 16-FEB-2001 05:59:09 47.21 -150.35 -7.16 117.49 521.00
346 21-FEB-2001 15:22:20 52.96 -132.06 -4.90 102.45 33.00
347 19-MAR-2001 05:52:15 40.84 -163.19 -4.03 128.02 33.00
348 8-APR-2001 1:57:25. 52.70 -131.41 -4.38 102.20 64.90
349 19-APR-2001 03:13:25 45.83 156.24 -7.46 155.89 12.00
350 19-APR-2001 20:58:26 45.71 156.08 -7.31 155.96 20.00
351 19-APR-2001 21:43:42 45.78 156.26 -7.41 155.87 17.00
352 25-APR-2001 21:02:42 54.03 -139.13 -9.04 106.52 33.00
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Table A.3: (continued)
No. Date Origin Distance Azimuth Latitude Longitude Depth
time (degrees) (degrees) (km)
353 16-MAY-2001 00:26:21 39.94 173.07 -4.22 143.40 129.00
354 18-MAY-2001 02:05:33 51.82 -123.18 0.51 97.81 33.00
355 25-MAY-2001 05:05:57 51.26 -142.08 -7.90 110.00 33.00
356 26-MAY-2001 10:57:26 69.17 136.57 -20.24 -177.83 414.00
357 28-MAY-2001 08:37:06 42.61 -170.35 -6.66 132.39 49.00
358 29-MAY-2001 23:37:19 45.13 157.20 -7.01 155.01 14.00
Table A.4: Station TKA event list
No. Date Origin Distance Azimuth Latitude Longitude Depth
time (degrees) (degrees) (km)
1 22-AUG-1996 05:35:43 39.32 -168.31 -7.16 123.35 614.00
2 27-AUG-1996 06:24:06 71.85 132.37 -22.53 -179.75 559.00
3 5-NOV-1996 9:41:31. 78.18 138.55 -31.22 -179.96 340.70
4 1-DEC-1996 3:09:38. 77.82 137.88 -30.52 -179.66 326.00
5 23-FEB-1997 19:54:59 71.54 131.86 -21.97 -179.59 611.90
6 21-MAR-1997 12:07:16 77.99 138.84 -31.26 179.65 434.50
7 20-APR-1997 18:45:18 71.29 128.79 -19.76 -177.55 369.30
8 7-SEP-1997 2:57:06. 43.82 144.74 -6.02 154.49 415.60
9 8-OCT-1997 0:47:49. 75.66 138.29 -29.15 178.35 606.90
10 17-OCT-1997 15:02:00 71.37 130.60 -21.02 -178.79 582.90
11 3-NOV-1997 5:37:48. 70.95 130.11 -20.40 -178.74 600.00
12 26-DEC-1997 05:34:21 71.75 132.09 -22.27 -179.61 546.00
13 27-JAN-1998 19:55:01 71.11 133.24 -22.54 179.05 611.00
14 27-JAN-1998 21:05:44 71.00 133.16 -22.41 179.04 610.10
15 21-MAR-1998 18:22:28 49.72 -66.83 36.43 70.13 227.80
16 28-APR-1998 15:44:06 71.53 131.87 -21.97 -179.61 607.80
17 16-MAY-1998 02:22:03 71.77 131.99 -22.23 -179.52 586.10
18 2-SEP-1998 8:52:42. 77.71 136.74 -29.70 -178.79 230.10
19 24-MAR-1999 20:32:59 40.70 -158.88 -7.03 117.09 621.40
20 11-NOV-1999 18:05:43 41.73 -130.40 1.28 100.32 211.00
21 30-NOV-1999 20:10:22 71.67 130.73 -21.33 -178.66 547.90
22 15-JAN-2000 12:49:45 71.21 131.07 -21.22 -179.26 632.80
23 14-JUN-2000 02:15:25 72.72 136.04 -25.52 178.05 604.60
24 7-AUG-2000 4:33:55. 39.18 -168.28 -7.02 123.36 648.50
25 15-AUG-2000 04:30:08 78.22 138.95 -31.51 179.73 357.70
26 2-SEP-2000 7:02:19. 70.46 130.15 -20.07 -179.13 687.60
27 21-SEP-2000 14:33:15 41.90 -149.10 -5.71 110.62 560.90
28 11-OCT-2000 04:13:35 71.62 129.75 -20.64 -177.99 488.60
29 18-DEC-2000 01:19:21 71.27 130.95 -21.18 -179.12 628.20
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No. Date Origin Distance Azimuth Latitude Longitude Depth
time (degrees) (degrees) (km)
30 16-FEB-2001 05:59:09 40.71 -159.52 -7.16 117.49 521.00
31 19-MAY-2001 17:36:25 71.35 128.87 -19.86 -177.56 365.00
Table A.5: Station TMR event list
No. Date Origin Distance Azimuth Latitude Longitude Depth
time (degrees) (degrees) (km)
1 15-NOV-1997 10:56:42 69.59 136.07 -16.22 -175.98 352.40
2 29-NOV-1997 02:42:27 72.27 141.08 -20.99 -178.75 572.50
3 26-DEC-1997 05:34:21 72.97 142.48 -22.27 -179.61 546.00
4 27-JAN-1998 19:55:01 72.60 143.75 -22.54 179.05 611.00
5 27-JAN-1998 21:05:44 72.48 143.69 -22.41 179.04 610.10
6 21-MAR-1998 18:22:28 54.18 -69.98 36.43 70.13 227.80
7 27-APR-1998 23:51:35 53.83 -144.28 -6.08 113.10 590.70
8 28-APR-1998 15:44:06 72.72 142.32 -21.97 -179.61 607.80
9 16-MAY-1998 02:22:03 72.98 142.38 -22.23 -179.52 586.10
10 2-SEP-1998 8:52:42. 79.80 145.58 -29.70 -178.79 230.10
11 11-OCT-1998 12:04:54 72.14 141.41 -21.04 -179.11 623.90
12 12-MAR-1999 11:16:39 71.89 139.71 -20.00 -177.76 587.00
13 9-APR-1999 2:16:01. 75.60 146.32 -26.35 178.22 621.20
14 26-JUN-1999 22:05:28 69.94 138.95 -17.96 -178.19 590.40
15 21-JUL-1999 03:10:44 70.36 138.89 -18.29 -177.91 560.80
16 19-SEP-1999 03:18:54 45.55 166.68 -3.62 150.88 430.50
17 11-NOV-1999 18:05:43 54.36 -126.09 1.28 100.32 211.00
18 30-NOV-1999 20:10:22 72.60 141.18 -21.33 -178.66 547.90
19 10-DEC-1999 03:34:45 72.65 143.15 -22.30 179.61 599.90
20 15-JAN-2000 12:49:45 72.22 141.62 -21.22 -179.26 632.80
21 18-MAR-2000 23:22:52 74.17 144.71 -24.36 178.98 551.90
22 8-MAY-2000 0:28:25. 46.23 168.06 -4.46 150.00 502.00
23 8-MAY-2000 1:35:42. 80.65 147.43 -31.32 179.84 383.10
24 14-JUN-2000 02:15:25 74.79 146.06 -25.52 178.05 604.60
25 27-JUN-2000 11:37:05 50.25 -159.85 -7.10 125.91 496.10
26 7-AUG-2000 4:33:55. 50.88 -156.68 -7.02 123.36 648.50
27 15-AUG-2000 04:30:08 80.77 147.60 -31.51 179.73 357.70
28 2-SEP-2000 7:02:19. 71.29 140.91 -20.07 -179.13 687.60
29 11-OCT-2000 04:13:35 72.34 140.25 -20.64 -177.99 488.60
30 18-DEC-2000 01:19:21 72.25 141.49 -21.18 -179.12 628.20
31 16-FEB-2001 05:59:09 53.01 -149.79 -7.16 117.49 521.00
32 19-MAY-2001 17:36:25 71.87 139.46 -19.86 -177.56 365.00
33 26-MAY-2001 10:57:26 72.07 139.90 -20.24 -177.83 414.00
Continued ...
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Table A.5: (continued)
No. Date Origin Distance Azimuth Latitude Longitude Depth
time (degrees) (degrees) (km)
34 14-JUN-2001 17:08:11 72.12 140.54 -20.60 -178.36 538.00
Table A.6: Station TYM event list
No. Date Origin Distance Azimuth Latitude Longitude Depth
time (degrees) (degrees) (km)
1 25-APR-1995 06:15:01 41.48 168.65 -5.89 147.38 22.10
2 3-JUL-1995 9:50:50. 75.83 142.52 -29.35 -177.55 0.00
3 8-JUL-1995 7:15:27. 43.10 46.43 53.55 -163.72 0.00
4 28-JUL-1995 14:29:10 70.49 135.85 -21.27 -175.36 0.00
5 16-AUG-1995 10:27:30 42.97 158.84 -5.82 154.17 46.60
6 16-AUG-1995 16:24:29 42.45 159.28 -5.42 153.72 43.20
7 12-SEP-1995 14:23:30 68.69 139.28 -21.74 -179.29 574.70
8 29-OCT-1995 19:40:53 68.60 139.35 -21.70 -179.40 566.20
9 22-JAN-1996 08:59:53 37.98 177.10 -2.97 141.63 28.00
10 29-APR- 1996 14:40:42 43.92 157.96 -6.54 155.04 57.20
11 2-MAY-1996 3:34:28. 41.97 157.24 -4.54 154.89 490.10
12 3-JUN-1996 8:15:39. 47.28 156.35 -9.36 157.23 0.00
13 20-JUL-1996 07:41:14 68.17 136.73 -19.92 -177.56 343.40
14 8-AUG-1996 7:10:50. 41.04 46.98 53.07 -167.12 25.70
15 22-AUG-1996 05:35:43 44.92 -156.48 -7.16 123.35 614.00
16 21-MAR-1997 12:07:16 76.08 145.68 -31.26 179.65 434.50
17 3-MAY-1997 6:45:55. 76.86 145.15 -31.64 -179.34 47.80
18 20-JUL-1997 00:30:20 40.73 47.80 52.51 -167.56 14.40
19 29-AUG-1997 08:14:07 38.73 172.78 -3.52 144.37 6.40
20 7-SEP-1997 2:57:06. 43.25 158.49 -6.02 154.49 415.60
21 17-OCT-1997 15:02:00 68.38 138.43 -21.02 -178.79 582.90
22 26-DEC-1997 05:34:21 68.96 139.88 -22.27 -179.61 546.00
23 27-JAN-1998 19:55:01 68.48 141.14 -22.54 179.05 611.00
24 19-FEB-1998 14:14:51 40.73 -163.41 -4.48 129.08 33.00
25 28-APR-1998 15:44:06 68.71 139.69 -21.97 -179.61 607.80
26 16-MAY-1998 02:22:03 68.97 139.77 -22.23 -179.52 586.10
27 21-MAY-1998 05:34:25 39.58 -147.07 0.21 119.58 33.00
28 29-JUL-1998 18:00:29 37.67 -178.45 -2.69 138.90 33.00
29 25-NOV-1998 18:05:25 46.35 153.86 -7.86 158.62 47.90
30 4-JUN-1999 4:25:57. 42.90 45.97 53.86 -164.06 33.00
31 26-JUN-1999 22:05:28 66.24 135.97 -17.96 -178.19 590.40
32 17-AUG-1999 00:01:39 80.68 -46.18 40.75 29.86 17.00
33 26-AUG-1999 07:39:28 38.88 170.74 -3.52 145.66 33.00
34 12-NOV-1999 16:57:19 79.90 -46.79 40.76 31.16 10.00
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Table A.6: (continued)
No. Date Origin Distance Azimuth Latitude Longitude Depth
time (degrees) (degrees) (km)
35 19-NOV-1999 13:56:46 42.17 166.74 -6.35 148.76 33.00
36 30-NOV-1999 20:10:22 68.69 138.52 -21.33 -178.66 547.90
37 10-DEC-1999 03:34:45 68.58 140.53 -22.30 179.61 599.90
38 3-MAR-2000 2:22:40. 41.95 174.11 -6.82 143.81 10.00
39 4-MAY-2000 4:21:16. 39.16 -153.66 -1.10 123.57 26.00
40 8-MAY-2000 0:28:25. 40.57 164.32 -4.46 150.00 502.00
41 14-JUN-2000 02:15:25 70.47 143.69 -25.52 178.05 604.60
42 15-AUG-2000 04:30:08 76.32 145.77 -31.51 179.73 357.70
43 28-AUG-2000 15:05:47 40.80 -160.78 -4.11 127.39 16.00
44 2-SEP-2000 7:02:19. 67.42 138.12 -20.07 -179.13 687.60
45 6-DEC-2000 2:57:40. 41.02 160.21 -4.22 152.73 31.00
46 19-APR-2001 21:43:42 45.00 157.23 -7.41 155.87 17.00
47 29-MAY-2001 23:37:19 44.36 158.20 -7.01 155.01 14.00
Table A.7: Station TYM event list
No. Date Origin Distance Azimuth Latitude Longitude Depth
time (degrees) (degrees) (km)
1 2-MAY-1994 7:14:00. 40.62 292.85 -1.12 97.49 15.00
2 23-MAY-1994 05:36:01 45.31 344.74 24.17 122.54 20.00
3 5-JUN-1994 1:09:30. 45.80 344.10 24.51 121.90 11.00
4 18-AUG-1994 04:42:57 65.97 12.26 44.77 150.16 15.00
5 20-AUG-1994 04:38:50 65.68 11.55 44.66 149.18 24.00
6 28-AUG-1994 18:37:20 65.97 12.18 44.78 150.06 19.00
7 16-SEP-1994 06:20:18 44.88 339.30 22.53 118.71 13.00
8 4-OCT-1994 3:22:55. 64.49 10.37 43.77 147.32 14.00
9 9-OCT-1994 7:55:39. 64.72 10.80 43.90 147.92 33.00
10 31-OCT-1994 11:48:13 43.87 297.06 3.02 96.19 29.00
11 21-JUN-1995 15:28:51 44.07 166.16 -61.67 154.77 10.00
12 3-JUL-1995 9:50:50. 44.41 111.70 -29.21 -177.59 35.00
13 12-JUL-1995 15:46:56 34.05 102.26 -23.26 170.87 11.00
14 18-OCT-1995 10:37:26 47.74 354.99 27.93 130.18 28.00
15 19-OCT-1995 00:32:06 47.98 355.00 28.16 130.16 33.00
16 8-NOV-1995 7:14:18. 44.21 294.75 1.83 95.05 33.00
17 24-NOV-1995 17:24:11 65.55 11.53 44.54 149.10 28.00
18 27-NOV-1995 15:52:56 65.59 11.55 44.57 149.14 21.00
19 30-NOV-1995 23:37:36 65.53 11.73 44.47 149.34 23.00
20 2-DEC-1995 7:13:18. 65.54 11.64 44.51 149.24 18.00
21 3-DEC-1995 8:01:08. 65.71 11.65 44.66 149.30 33.00
22 7-DEC-1995 9:30:24. 65.99 11.74 44.91 149.53 28.00
Continued ...
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Table A.7: (continued)
No. Date Origin
time
Distance
(degrees)
Azimuth
(degrees)
Latitude Longitude
23 30-DEC-1995 12:11:05 60.94 7.80 40.75 143.34
24 3-FEB-1996 1:14:20. 57.39 323.69 27.29 100.28
25 7-FEB-1996 1:36:46. 66.46 11.89 45.32 149.89
26 17-MAR-1997 08:05:48 30.97 291.34 -6.61 105.51
27 26-MAR-1997 02:08:57 81.20 26.80 51.28 179.53
28 11-APR-1997 05:34:42 79.80 318.53 39.53 76.94
29 28-APR-1997 12:07:37 78.01 229.09 -42.50 42.69
30 3-MAY-1997 6:46:02. 42.98 115.52 -31.79 -179.38
31 10-MAY-1997 07:57:29 88.80 306.62 33.83 59.81
32 13-MAY-1997 14:13:45 81.98 313.23 36.41 70.94
33 25-MAY-1997 23:22:33 42.31 116.08 -32.12 179.79
34 27-MAY-1997 08:00:29 49.94 93.39 -15.21 -173.33
35 17-JUN-1997 21:03:40 81.74 27.28 51.35 -179.33
36 8-AUG-1997 2:27:19. 44.41 92.01 -15.48 -179.14
37 29-AUG-1997 06:54:00 47.82 92.76 -15.23 -175.58
38 4-SEP-1997 4:23:37. 40.79 107.84 -26.57 178.34
39 10-SEP-1997 12:57:07 47.81 101.11 -21.35 -174.39
40 20-SEP-1997 16:11:32 44.38 110.94 -28.68 -177.62
41 30-SEP-1997 06:27:24 52.09 8.10 31.96 141.88
42 14-OCT-1997 09:53:18 45.52 101.74 -22.10 -176.77
43 8-NOV-1997 0:02:52. 70.60 320.47 35.07 87.32
44 5-DEC-1997 8:48:22. 77.08 16.28 53.75 161.75
45 7-DEC-1997 7:56:18. 78.19 16.47 54.66 162.88
46 17-DEC-1997 04:38:51 80.85 26.55 51.19 178.87
47 1-JAN-1998 6:11:22. 44.19 9.93 23.91 141.91
48 12-JAN-1998 16:36:20 44.11 92.46 -15.85 -179.38
49 14-JAN-1998 17:24:10 44.18 92.31 -15.73 -179.33
50 14-MAR-1998 19:40:27 89.00 302.51 30.15 57.60
51 20-MAR-1998 21:08:08 37.71 149.51 -50.01 163.11
52 22-MAR-1998 01:08:57 65.76 266.14 -11.43 66.25
53 25-MAR-1998 12:17:22 44.61 171.41 -63.61 147.94
54 29-MAR-1998 19:48:16 44.04 94.92 -17.55 -179.09
55 1-APR-1998 7:56:23. 39.38 295.02 -0.54 99.26
56 11-APR-1998 00:44:35 45.96 103.95 -23.64 -176.11
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-~--
Depth
(km)
22.00
11.00
43.00
33.00
33.00
15.00
10.00
108.00
10.00
196.00
333.00
14.00
33.00
10.00
33.00
625.00
10.00
30.00
10.00
167.00
33.00
33.00
33.00
20.00
96.00
23.00
33.00
9.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
537.00
56.00
33.00
Appendix B
Parameter tables
Table B. 1: Station CAN deconvolution parameters
Parameter L-component Q-component T-component
Sigma 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000
RegParam 0.1000 0.0300 0.0300
ThreshFactor 1 0.1000 0.1000
DecompLevels 14 14 14
Table B.2: Station WRAB deconvolution parameters
Parameter L-component Q-component T-component
Sigma 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000
RegParam 1.000 1.000 1.000
Continued ...
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Table B.2: (continued)
Parameter L-component Q-component T-component
ThreshFactor 4.4055 4.4055 4.4055
DecompLevels 14 14 14
Table B.3: Station JIZ deconvolution parameters
Parameter L-component Q-component T-component
Sigma 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000
RegParam 1.000 0.5000 0.5000
ThreshFactor 4.2452 2.0000 2.0000
DecompLevels 13 13 13
Table B.4: Station SGN deconvolution parameters
Parameter L-component Q-component T-component
Sigma 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000
RegParam 1.000 1.0000 1.0000
ThreshFactor 4.2452 4.2452 4.2452
DecompLevels 13 13 13
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Table B.5: Station TYM deconvolution parameters
Parameter L-component Q-component T-component
Sigma 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000
RegParam 1.000 0.5000 0.5000
ThreshFactor 4.2452 2.0000 2.0000
DecompLevels 13 13 13
Table B.6: Station TMR deconvolution parameters
Parameter L-component Q-component T-component
Sigma 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000
RegParam 1.000 0.0500 0.0500
ThreshFactor 4.2452 1.0000 1.0000
DecompLevels 13 13 13
Table B.7: Station TKA deconvolution parameters
Parameter L-component Q-component T-component
Sigma 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000
RegParam 1.000 0.5000 0.5000
ThreshFactor 4.2452 2.0000 2.0000
Continued ...
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Table B.7: (continued)
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Appendix C
Codes used for data processing
The following code requires use of the WaRD package from Rice University at the follow-
ing url: http://www-dsp.rice.edu/software/ward.shtml. The order of the processing is as
follows:
* download SAC data
* convert from SAC to AH and load header information
* convert files from AH to Q-files format
* run SH script to rotate data and do time-domain deconvolutions
* strip off rotated but not deconvolved data for wavelet processing
* run PreProcessNew.m file to load data into matlab environment
* run DeconvolveNewRep.m which run a repetitive deconvolution on L, Q, and T com-
ponents
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* run MakeRefModel.m to generate velocity model for stacking and imaging
* run depth stacking / depth imaging routine
* run estimation code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% PreProcessNew.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%function PreProcessNew
% PreProcess reads the traces from Q-files. The user is prompted
% for a file .names in which the names of the Q-files are
% residing. After reading all the files the data is stored in
% matrices by zero padding. Finally the data and headers are
% saved in a matlab file with the _DECON extension. The data
% is sort w.r.t.the degrees. In addition the cell arrays with
% the original data are save as well for later use in the
% deconvolution.
% Changed to accept T (transverse) component. 5-28-02
% global PathName
% global ProjectName
swapbytes = 0;
if -exist('dfiles'),
FileNames = cell(l);
[dfilename, dpathname] = uigetfile([PathName '/*.names'],
'Pick the file with Q filenames');
dfiles = textread([dpathname '/' dfilename],'%s');
end
ntr = length(dfiles);
if swapbytes==l,
for itr=l:length(dfiles)
eval(['!swapbytes <' dpathname dfiles{itr} '.QBN > '
dpathname dfiles{itr} '.new'])
eval(['!mv ' dpathname dfiles{itr} '.new ' dpathname ...
dfiles{itr} '.QBN'])
end
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end
% Initialize
cell(ntr,1)
cell(ntr,1)
cell(ntr,1)
cell(ntr,1)
cell(ntr,1)
cell(ntr,1)
cell(ntr,1)
zeros (ntr,2
cell(ntr,2)
1;
1; % Make sure you will decon
% Do a loop ove the # of events
for itr = l:ntr
dfiles{itr},itr
[data,nbtrc,npoints,delta,dist,azim,deg]
[dpathname '/' dfiles{itr}]);
HDR{itr} = [n
dist,azim,deg];
npoints = n
dt = d
nt = 2
RT{itr} = [
RL{itr} = [
RQ{itr} = [
t =
end
readq3mod(...
btrc,npoints,delta,...
points(1);
elta;
.^ceil(log2(npoints));
data(l,:) zeros(l,nt-
npoints)]';
data(2,:) zeros(l,nt-
npoints)]';
data(3,:) zeros(l,nt-
npoints)]';
(0:nt-l)*dt)';
% Determine max length
for itr=l:ntr; len(itr) = length(RL{itr}); end
maxlen = max(len);
LMAT = zeros(maxlen,ntr);
QMAT = zeros(maxlen,ntr);
TMAT = zeros(maxlen,ntr);
for itr=l:ntr
RL{itr} = [RL{itr};zeros(maxlen-len(itr) ,)];
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RL
RQ
RT
W
L
Q
HDR
xloc
pars
inter
decon
RQ{itr}
RT{itr}
end
for itr=l:ntr
LMAT(:,itr)
QMAT(:,itr)
TMAT(:,itr)
end
= [RQ{itr};zeros(maxlen-len(itr),l)
= [RT{itr};zeros(maxlen-len(itr) ,l)
[RL{itr}] ;%;zeros(maxlen-len(itr)
[RQ{itr}] ;%;zeros(maxlen-len(itr)
[RT{itr}] ;%;zeros(maxlen-len(itr)
1)];
1)];
1)];
% Do the sorting
for ip=l:ntr; deg(ip)=HDR{ip}(end);end;
[deg,I] = sort(deg);
HDR = HDR(I);
RL = RL(I);
RQ = RQ(I);
RT = RT(I);
LMAT = LMAT(:,I);
QMAT = QMAT(:,I);
TMAT = TMAT(:,I);
pars = cell(ntr,2);
xloc = zeros(ntr,2);
t = ((O:length(QMAT)-l1)*dt)';
imagesc(QMAT)
% save the raw but sorted data
[dcfilename, pathname] = uiputfile([PathName '/' ProjectName '...
_DECON']['Save Raw Data as']);
save([pathname '/' dcfilename],'HDR','RL','RT','RQ','t','LMAT',...
'QMAT','TMAT','pars','xloc');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% DeconvolveNewRep.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% function DeconvolveNewRep(decon);
% Deconvolve deconvolves the data using WaRD. First it normalizes
% the energy to unity for P. The user is prompted to select
% the waveforms for the deconvolution. If decon = -1 all
% traces are processed else the user is asked to provide
% the trace #.
% modified to include TMAT matrix
% global PathName
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% global ProjectName
rwt;
pars{l} = [];
dcfilename = [PathName '/' ProjectName '_DECON'];
[dcfilename, pathname] = uigetfile(dcfilename, ...
['Load Picking/Decon Parameters and data
from']);
name = strcat(pathname,dcfilename)
load(name);
if isempty(pars{l}), decon = -1; end
if decon < 0
trc = (1:length(RL));
else
trc = input(['Event number [1 ' num2str(length(RL)) ']: ']);
end
if ~exist('xloc','var'),
xloc = zeros(length(RL),2);
end
for itr=trc
disp(['Event # ' num2str(itr)]);
location = [0 400];
Norm(itr) = norm(RL{itr},Inf);
L{itr} = RL{itr}/Norm(itr);
Q{itr} = RQ{itr}/Norm(itr);
T{itr} = RT{itr}/Norm(itr);
W{itr} = RL{itr}/Norm(itr);
%[W{itr},xloc(itr,:)] = PickWavelet(L{itr},t(l:length(L{
tr})),location);
inter = 1;
if itr==l
[L{itr}, pars{itr,l}] = DeconWaRDld(L{itr},W{itr}
pars{itr,l},inter);
[Q{itr}, pars{itr,2}] = DeconWaRDld(Q{itr},W{itr}
pars{itr,l},inter);
[T{itr}, pars{itr,2}] = DeconWaRDld(T{itr},W{itr}
pars{itr,l},inter);
else
inter = 0;
[L{itr}, pars{itr,l}] = DeconWaRDld(L{itr},W{itr}
pars{itr-l,1},inter);
[Q{itr}, pars{itr,2}] = DeconWaRDld(Q{itr},W{itr}
pars{itr-1,2},inter);
[T{itr}, pars{itr,2}] = DeconWaRDld(T{itr},W{itr}
pars{itr-1,2},inter);
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i
I
end
save /tmp/Deconvolve.back
end
% Determine max length
for itr=trc; len(itr) = length(L{itr}); end
maxlen = max(len);
ntr = length(L);
if decon<0,
LMAT = zeros(maxlen,ntr);
QMAT = zeros(maxlen,ntr);
TMAT = zeros(maxlen,ntr);
end
for itr=trc
% L{itr}
% Q{itr}
LMAT(:,itr)
QMAT(:,itr)
TMAT(:,itr)
end
% Normalize
for itr=trc
Norm(itr)
LMAT(:,itr)
QMAT(:,itr)
TMAT(:,itr)
end
= Norm(itr)*L{itr};
= Norm(itr)*Q{itr};
: [L{itr};zeros(maxlen-len(itr),l)].';
: [Q{itr};zeros(maxlen-len(itr),l)].';
: [T{itr};zeros(maxlen-len(itr),l)].';
= norm(LMAT(:,itr),Inf);
= LMAT(:,itr)/Norm(itr);
= QMAT(:,itr)/Norm(itr);
= TMAT(:,itr)/Norm(itr);
% Display
figure;
LL = fftshift_flex(LMAT);
plot(LL(end/2-100:end/2+100,:));
dcfilename = [PathName '/' ProjectName '_DECON'];
[dcfilename, pathname] = uiputfile(dcfilename, ...
['Save Decon Parameters and data as']);
save([pathname '/' dcfilename],'HDR','W','L','Q','RL','RQ','xloc'
,'pars',
'TMAT','T','RT','QMAT','LMAT','Norm','t');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% MakeRefModel.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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% This script interpolates the reference model and interpolates it.
% It also applies a smoothing if necessary. No smoothing a=-99;
% MODELNAME = 'PREM';
MODELNAME = 'IASP91';
% set depth interval
refpars = {0,1000,1,10};
for ipars=l:length(refpars)
refpars{ipars}=num2str(refpars{ipars});
end
refpars = inputdlg({'z0','zl','z','a'},...
'Input parameters for Interpolation',[1 1 1 1],re
fpars);
for ipars=l:length(refpars)
refpars{ipars}=str2num(refpars{ipars});
end
z0 = refpars{l};
zl = refpars{2};
dz = refpars{3};
a = refpars{4};
% load file
if ~exist('PREM');
[PREM_name,PREM_path] = uigetfile('../Data/*.*',...
'Pick a PREM File and make sure
the columns are ok...');
PREM = load([PREM_path '/' PREM_name]);
PREM = PREM(:,1:4);
end
% verify header info
colnames = {'depth','rho','cp','cs'};
depth_index = 1; rho_index = 2; cp_index= 3; cs_index = 4;
indices = [depth_index;rho_index;cp_index;cs_index];
disp('Verify the colums: ')
disp(colnames(indices))
% select the interval and use exploration geophysical conventions
% flip
if strcmp(MODELNAME,'PREM'),
zz = (-flipud(PREM(:,l))+PREM(end,l))/1000
PREMM = flipud(PREM)/1000;
PREMM(:,depth_index) = zz;
end
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if strcmp(MODELNAME,'IASP91'),
PREMM = PREM(1:end,:);
zz = PREM(:,l);
end
ilocl = min(find(PREMM(:,l)>=z0));
iloc2 = min(find(PREMM(:,l)>=zl));
PREMM = PREMM(ilocl:iloc2,:);
zz = zz(ilocl:iloc2,:);
% do the interpolation
discloc = [find(diff([O;zz])==0)-i;
nz = round((zz(end)-zz(l))/dz);
z = zO+(0:nz+l)*dz;
for iloc=l:length(discloc)-1
locs = discloc(iloc)+l:discloc(
locs2 = min(find(z>=zz(locs(1)))
))))-1;
for iindex=2:length(indices)
PREMI(locs2,indices(iindex)) = inter
ices(iindex)),z(locs2))';
end
end
PREMI(:,depth_index)
% do the smoothing
length(zz)];
iloc+l);
): min(find(z>=zz(locs(end
pl(zz(locs),PREMM(locs,ind
= z(l:length(PREMI))';
if a~=-99
PREMB = Gaus_2D([flipud(PREMI(:,2
2:4))],a,0);
PREMB = PREMB(nz+1:2*nz,:);
MODEL = [PREMI(1:length(PREMB),1)
else
MODEL = PREMI;
end
plot(MODEL(:,1),MODEL(:,3),PREMI(
title('Smoothed Velocity Model')
ylabel('Compressional Wavespeed')
xlabel('Depth');
% save the file
[PREM_name,PREM_path] = uiputfile
],['Save the Reference model' ...
:4));PREMI(:,2:4);flipud(PREMI(:,
, PREMB];
:,1),PREMI(:,3))
([PathName '/' ProjectName ' MODEL'
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' to'])
save([PREM_path '/' PREM_name],'MODEL','refpars','dz');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%% CAN receiver and image stack composite script %%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% CAN receiver stack
% load in deconvolved data and model
load /quake/datal2/hcox/MAT/CAN/CAN_1AT_DECON.mat
load /quake/datal2/hcox/MAT/CAN/CAN_4AT_MODEL.mat
thres
thresc{1}
thres
F
loc
loc
F(loc)
QMAT
60;
num2str(thres);
str2num(thresc{1});
fft(QMAT);
abs(F(:))>=thres;
find(loc);
(F(loc-l)+F(loc+l))/2;
real(ifft(F));
clear('F','loc')
np = length(HDR);
for ip=l:np
deg(ip)=HDR{ip}(end);
end
dt = 0.05;
z
dz
z0
zl
iz
ideg0
[yl,DTl,dyl,DDT1]
save /quake/datal2
clear all
%%%%%
= MODEL(:,1);
= z(2)-z(1);
= 300;
= 800;
= z0/dz+l:zl/dz+l;
= 36;
= ReceiverStack(MODEL,QMAT,iz,deg,dt,idegO);
/hcox/MAT/CAN/CAN_4AT_RCVRST.mat
% start CAN image for L, Q, and T components
% load the data for CAN and appropriate velocity model
load /quake/datal2/hcox/MAT/CAN/CAN/CANAT_DECON.mat
load /quake/datal2/hcox/MAT/CAN/CAN_1AT_zO 1 MODEL.mat
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% initialize the variables
dt = 0.05;
np = length(HDR);
for ip=l:np; deg(ip)=HDR{ip}(end);end;
nt = length(QMAT);
t = (0:nt-l)*dt;
% Taken from the GetRidOfPerio.m script
thres
thresc{l}
thresc
ty removal
thres
= 60;
= num2str(thres);
= inputdlg('threshold','Threshold for the instabili
'1, thresc);
= str2num(thresc{l});
F = fft(QMAT);
loc = abs(F(:))>=thres;
loc = find(loc);
F(loc) = (F(loc-l)+F(loc+l))/2;
QMAT = real(ifft(F));
clear('F','loc')
% Taken from the GetRidOfPerio.m script
thres
thresc{l}
thresc
ty removal
thres
F
loc
loc
F(loc)
TMAT
= 60;
= num2str(thres);
= inputdlg('threshold','Threshold for the instabili
',l, thresc);
= str2num(thresc{l});
= fft(TMAT);
= abs(F(:))>=thres;
= find(loc);
= (F(loc-l)+F(loc+l))/2;
= real(ifft(F));
clear('F','loc')
% find time offset for 410 and 660 and migrate the reference
% pulse back
np = length(HDR);
for ip=l:np; deg(ip)=HDR{ip}(end);end;
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for QMAT
for TMAT
= 4096;
= 0.05;
= (O:nt-l)*dt;
=410;
=660;
MODEL(2,1)-MODEL(1,1);
MODEL(:,1);
z660;
z660;;
z0/dz+l:zl/dz+l;
[DT_660,iz,TP,p,qp,qs,DDT] = DiffTravelTime(MODEL,iz,deg);
LMAT_660 = InverseExtrapolate(LMAT,-DT_660,dt)
z0 = z410;
z1 = z410;
iz = zO/dz+l:zl/dz+l;
[DT_410,iz,TP,p,qp,qs,DDT] = DiffTravelTime(MODEL,iz,deg);
LMAT_410 = InverseExtrapolate(LMAT,-DT_410,dt)
LMAT1 = LMAT_410 + LMAT 660;
z = MODEL(:,1);
dz = z(2)-z(1);
z0 = 200; %400;
z1 = 900; %420;
iz = z0/dz+l:zl/dz+l;
ideg0 = 31;
mpars = {2048,1,3};
clean = 0;
% compute the depth images for L, Q, and T
[IT1_L,IT12L,z2,mpars2]
g,dt,mpars, ...
[IT1_Q,IT12Q,z2,mpars2]
,dt,mpars, ...
[IT1_T,IT12T,z2,mpars2]
,dt,mpars, ...
= PreStackMigrate(MODEL,LMAT1,iz,de
clean,ideg0);
= PreStackMigrate(MODEL,QMAT,iz,deg
clean,ideg0);
= PreStackMigrate(MODEL,TMAT,iz,deg
%clear RL;
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z410
z660
dz
z
z0
zl
iz
%clear RQ;
%clear L;
%clear Q;
%clear IT12;
%clear W;
%clear LMAT;
%clear LMAT_660;
%clear LMAT_410;
%clear LMAT1;
%clear QMAT;
%clear IT12;
save /quake/datal2/hcox/MAT/CAN/CAN_1AT_IMAGE_z0_1_LQT
clean,ideg0);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% HCANPARPLOT.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% In this script we calculate the parameters of imaged stacked
% t_ps transmission coefficient present in the converted phase.
% We use
% the blah blah script to generate the CAN_1AT_IMAGE_LQT image.
% We also
% make the plots used in Hugh's thesis and our paper. For the
% used see
% CANeventmap.eps for the different events. For pre- and
% poststack images
% themselves see CANPLOT.m and the .eps it generates.
% load the imaged data
load ../Data/Image/CAN_AT_IMAGE_LQT
IT11 = IT1_Q;
% Do some cleaning up using wavelets
cleanl = 0;
clean2 = 0;
% Do the estimation
estimate = 0;
do410 = 1;
do660 = 1;
plotting = 1;
plot410 = 1;
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plot660 = 1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%% start of the code %%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if estimate==1
% Do the stack
% fill the data vector with the converted phases
data = -sum(IT11,2);
% Fill the pulse vector with the reference pulse
pulse = sum(IT1_L,2);
% Smooth the data and pulse with a alpha Fractional Spline Filt
er
a_smooth = 35;
q_smooth = 0;
alpha_smooth = 2;
type_smooth '*'1;
datas = WTFracBSpline(data,a_smooth,qsmooth,alph
a_smooth,type_smooth);
pulses = WTFracBSpline(pulse,a_smooth,q_smooth,alp
ha_smooth,type_smooth);
%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% DO THE 410
%%%%%%%%%%%%
if do410==1,
% Apply a window also given by a Fractial Spline function
loc410 = length(data)/2-214;
ca410 = 50;
calpha410 = 10;
cq410 = 0;
ctype410 = '*';
[win410] = WTFracBSpline(dirac(length(data),l),ca410
,cq410,calpha410);
win410 = win410/max(win410);
win410 = shift(win410,-loc410);
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dataf410 =
pulse410 =
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Set the parameters
% discontinuity
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
a410
q410
alpha410 =
type
ap410
qp410
alphap410 =
% Do the analysis fo
410
win410.*datas;
win410.*pulse;
for the estimation of the 410
r
25:0.5:35;
-.5:.025:0;
2;
+';
= 2:0.25:7;
0:.025:0.4;
2;
the 410 and the
% nice when smoothed
% nice when smoothed
% nice when smoothed
% nice when smoothed
imaged reference pulse at
[atom410,wav410,err410]
10,a410,q410, ...
err410
[atomp410,wavp410,errp410] =
10,ap410,qp410, ...
errp410
data410fit
(fft(pulse410/norm(pulse410,inf))))
% Make the discontinuity
est_beta410 = - atom410(4);
beta410 = - q410;
estbetap410 = + atomp410(4);
betap410 = - qp410;
% correct for the reference pulse
est_beta410 = est_beta410 +
N410
a_s410
WTFracBSplinePursuit(dataf4
alpha410,type);
err410/max(err410(:));
WTFracBSplinePursuit(pulse4
alphap410,type);
errp410/max(errp410(:));
real(ifft(fft(wav410).* abs);
est_betap410;
length(iz);
0;
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a_t410
cs0410
csl410
offset410
om410(1);
0;
4.87;
5.07;
z(iz(211))-z(iz(l));%at
= 1;
transition410
10,estbeta410,cs0410,
IsoDef(N410,a_s410,a_t4
csl410,offset410
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% DO THE 660
%%%%%%%%%%%%
if do660==1,
% Apply a window also given by a Fractial Spline function
loc660 = length(data)/2+240;
ca660 = 50;
calpha660 = 10;
cq660 = 0;
ctype660 = '*';
[win660] = WTFracBSpline(dirac(length(data),l),ca660
,cq660,calpha660);
win660 = win660/max(win660);
win660 = shift(win660,-loc660);
dataf660 =
pulse660
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Set the parameters
win660.*datas;
win660.*pulse;
for the estimation of the 660 discontinuit
= 20:0.5:30;
= -.5:.025:0;
= 2;
= 2:0.25:7;
% nice when smoothed
% nice when smoothed
% nice when smoothed
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a660
q660
alpha660
type
ap660
qp660 = 0:.025:.4;
alphap660 = 2;
% Do the analysis for the 660 and the i
660
[atom660,wav660,err660] = WTF
60,a660,q660, .
alp
err660 = err
[atomp660,wavp660,errp660] = WTF
60,ap660,qp660, ...
alp
errp660 = er
data660fit = rea
fft(pulse660/norm(pulse660,inf)))));
% Make the discontinuity
est_beta660 = - atom660(4);
beta660 = - q660;
estbetap660 = + atomp660(4);
betap660 = - qp660;
% correct for the reference pulse
est beta660 = est beta660 +
N660
a_s660
a t660
cs0660
cs1660
offset660
om660(1);
s
transition660
60,estbeta660,cs0660,
,s);
% nice when smoothed
maged reference pulse at
racBSplinePursuit(dataf6
ha660,type);
660/max(err660(:));
racBSplinePursuit(pulse6
hap660,type);
rp660/max(errp660(:));
l(ifft(fft(wav660).*abs(
est_betap660;
length(iz);
0;
0;
4.87;
5.07;
z(iz(461))-z(iz(1));%at
= 1;
IsoDef(N660,a_s660,a_t6
cs1660,offset660
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end
% Save all the data
save ../Data/Estimation/HCANPARPLOT
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% IF CALCULATED ALREADY
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
else
load ../Data/Estimation/HCANPARPLOT
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% DO THE PLOTING
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if plotting == 1,
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 410
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if plot410 == 1,
% set the plot interval
int410 = 125:300;
data410fit = data410fit*max(dataf410)/max(data410fit);
% plot the unsmoothed, smoothed and smoothed windowed imaged
% data
figure(1)
% plot(z(iz(int410)),data(int410),'g',z(iz(int410)),datas(i
% nt410),'r', ...
% z(iz(int410)),dataf410(int410),'b',z(iz(int410)),data410f
% it(int410),'m')
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plot(z(iz(int410)),datas(int410),'r',z(iz(int410)), ...
dataf410(int410),'b',z(iz(int410)),data410fit(in
t410),'m')
as = axis;
axis([[int410(1) int410(end)]+200 as(3:4)])
legend('smoothed data','smoothed windowed data','fit');
title('Parametric Fit')
xlabel('depth [km]')
ylabel('normalized amplitude')
print -depsc ../Data/Estimation/CANWINDATA410.eps
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot the maximized object function
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% for the converted phase
figure(2)
imagesc(beta410,a410,err410)
colormap('default')
colorbar;
xlabel('order');
ylabel('scale');
[minval,loc] = max(err410(:));
[xloc,yloc] = ind2sub(size(err410),loc);
hold on;
plot(beta410(yloc),a410(xloc), 'w+')
hold off;
print -depsc ../Data/Estimation/CANERROR410CON.eps
% for the reference pulse
figure(3)
imagesc(betap410,ap410,errp410)
colormap('default')
colorbar;
[minval,loc] = max(errp410(:));
[xloc,yloc] = ind2sub(size(errp410),loc);
hold on;
plot(betap410(yloc),ap4l10(xloc),'w+')
hold off;
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print -depsc ../Data/Estimation/CANERROR410REF.eps
% plot the transition
figure(4)
plot(z(iz(int4l10)),transition410(int410))
xlabel('depth [km]')
ylabel('\Delta c_s')
as = axis;
axis([[int410(1) int410(end)]+200 as(3:4)])
print -deps ../Data/Estimation/CAN410TRANS.eps
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% 660
%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if plot660 == 1,
% set the plot interval
int660 = 350:550;
data660fit = data660fit*max(dataf660)/max(data660fit);
% plot the unsmoothed, smoothed and smoothed windowed imaged da
ta
figure(5)
plot(z(iz(int660)),datas(int660),'r', ...
z(iz(int660)),dataf660(int660),'b',z(iz(int660)),data660fi
t(int660),'m')
as = axis;
axis([[int660(1) int660(end)]+200 as(3:4)])
legend('smoothed data','smoothed windowed data','fit');
title('Parametric Fit')
xlabel('depth [km]')
ylabel('normalized amplitude')
print -depsc ../Data/Estimation/CANWINDATA660.eps
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot the maximized object function
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% for the converted phase
figure(6)
imagesc(beta660,a660,err660)
colormap('default')
colorbar;
xlabel('order');
ylabel('scale');
[minval,loc] = max(err660(:));
[xloc,yloc] = ind2sub(size(err660),loc);
hold on;
plot(beta660(yloc),a660(xloc),'w+')
hold off;
print -depsc ../Data/Estimation/CANERROR660CON.eps
% for the reference pulse
figure(7)
imagesc(betap660,ap660,errp660)
colormap('default')
colorbar;
[minval,loc] = max(errp660(:));
[xloc,yloc] = ind2sub(size(errp660),loc);
hold on;
plot(betap660(yloc),ap660(xloc),'w+')
hold off;
print -depsc ../Data/Estimation/CANERROR660REF.eps
% plot the transition
figure(8)
plot(z(iz(int660)),transition660(int660))
xlabel('depth [km]')
ylabel('\Delta cs')
as = axis;
axis([[int660(1) int660(end)]+200 as(3:4)])
print -deps ../Data/Estimation/CAN660TRANS.eps
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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% The next section has the supporting scripts and functions
% used in the processing.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% readq3mod.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [sig,nbtrc,npoints,delta,dist,azim,deg] = readq3mod(fi
le)
% [sig,nbtrc,npoints,delta,dist,azim] = readq3mod(file)
fheader = strcat(file,'.QHD');
fdata = strcat(file,'.QBN');
fih = fopen(fheader,'r');
fid = fopen(fdata,'r');
il=l;
a{il}=fgetl(fih);
while a{il}-=-l
il = il+l;
a{il} = fgetl(fih);
end;
nb = il-i;
for il = 2:nb
lin = a{il};
j = 1;
ch = ";
while strcmp(ch,'I') == 0
ch = lin(j);
j = j+l;
end
n=lin(l:j-2);
nl = str2num(n);
end
entete=a{l};
compteur = zeros(nl,l);
for il = 2:nb
lin = a{il};
11 = length(lin);
j = 1;
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ch = " °
while strcmp(ch,' ') == 0
ch = lin(j);
j = j+l;
end
n = lin(l:j-2);
nl = str2num(n);
compteur(nl) = compteur(nl)+l;
if 11>3 & compteur(nl) == 1
tab{nl} = lin(j:ll);
end
if 11>3 & compteur(nl) > 1
tab{nl} = strcat(tab{nl},lin(j:ll));
end
end
for il = 1:nl
11 = length(tab{il});
str = tab{il};
cpt = 1;
while isempty(str) == 0
[champ{il,cpt},str] = strtok(str,'~ ');
if isempty(champ{il,cpt}) == 0
a = champ{il,cpt};
a = a(abs(a)~=32)
il
cpt
if length(a) ==3
champ{il,cpt} = a
'Im in the loop'
type = champ{il,cpt}(1:1);
nt = champ{il,cpt}(2:3);
break;
%champ{il,cpt} = champ{il,cpt}(abs(champ{il,cpt})~=32)
end
champ{il,cpt} = a
type = champ{il,cpt}(1:1);
nt = champ{il,cpt}(2:4);
champ{il,cpt} = champ{il,cpt}(abs(champ{il,cpt})-=32);
if type == 'L' & nt == '001'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt});
len(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(6:11));
end
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if type == 'R' & nt == '000'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt})
dt(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(6:11));
end
if type == 'R' & nt == '011'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt});
dis(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(6:11));
end
if type == 'R' & nt == '012'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt});
azi(il) = str2num(champ{il,
end
if type == 'R' & nt == '018'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt})
deg(il) = str2num(champ{il,
cpt}(6:11));
cpt}(6:11))
end
if type == 'S' & nt == '021'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt});
str
if 11 ==5
11
[champ{il,cpt},str] = strtok(str,'~ ')
champ{ il,cpt}
heu(il) = str2double(champ{il,cpt}(12:13))
min(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(15:16))
sec(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(18:19))
break;
end
heu(il) =
min(il) =
sec (il) =
break;
end
cpt = cpt+l;
end
end
end
delta = dt(1);
dist = dis(1);
azim = azi(1);
deg = deg(1);
nbtrc = nl;
npoints = len;
tdeb = zeros(1,3);
str2double(champ{il,cpt}(18:19))
str2num(champ{il,cpt}(21:22));
str2num(champ{il,cpt}(24:29));
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ndeb = zeros(1,3);
ndec = zeros(l,3);
nlen = zeros(l,3);
tdeb(:) = 3600.*heu(:)+60.*min(:)+sec(:);
ndeb(:) = floor(tdeb/delta);
[nref,I] = max(ndeb);
ndec(:) = nref-ndeb(:);
nlen(:) = npoints(:)-ndec(:);
[npmax,I2] = min(nlen);
sigt = zeros(nbtrc,max(npoints));
sig = zeros(nbtrc,npmax);
for ii = 1:nl
sigt(il,l:npoints(il)) = fread(fid,npoints(il),'float')';
sig(il,l:npmax) = sigt(il,l+ndec(il):ndec(il)+npmax);
end
npoints(:) = npmax;
fclose(fih);
fclose(fid);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% DeconWaRDld.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [x, pars] = DeconWaRDld(y,h,pars,inter);
% deconvolves the data using the WarD decon algorithm
% Input
% y - trace to be deconvolved
% h - estimates convolution filter
% pars - cell. array with WaRD parameters
sigma - noise level
RegParam - regularization parameter alpha
ThreshFactor - threshold factor if {} sqrt(2*
DecompLevels - levels of decomposition if {}
log(N))
log2(N)
% inter
% Output
% x -
% pars
1 interactive
deconvoled data
- selected parameters
% get the input parameters and initialize
N = length(y);
if nargin<3,
pars = getparam(pars,N);
inter = 1;
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end
if isempty(pars),
pars = getparam(pars,N)
inter = 1;
end
% compute the fft of the filter
H = fft(h);
% do the first estimation
if inter,
ans = 'No';
ifig = figure;
while strcmp(ans
Xward
clf;
'No'),
= Doit(y,H,pars);
hold on
subplot(3,1,1)
semilogy(abs(H))
title('convolution operator freq response')
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(y)
title('observed signal')
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(fftshift_flex(Xward')')
as=axis;as(3:4)=[min(Xward) max(Xward)];axis(as);
title('WaRD estimate')
ans = questdlg(['Happy?']);
if isempty(ans),
ans = 'Yes';
end
if strcmp(ans,'No') pars = getparam(pars,N);end;
end
close(ifig);
else
Xward
end
x = Xward;
= Doit(y,H,pars);
function pars = getparam(pars,N);
if isempty(pars),
pars{1} = num2str(0.1);
pars{2} = num2str(l);
pars{3} = num2str(sqrt(2*log(N)));
pars{4} = num2str(log2(N));
% Noise level
% RegParam
% ThreshFactor
% DecompLevels
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pars = inputdlg({'Sigma','RegParam','ThreshFactor','DecompL
evels'},...
'Input parameters for WaRD',[1 1 1 1],...
pars);
else
for ipar=l:length(pars)
pars{ipar} = num2str(pars{ipar});
end
pars = inputdlg({'Sigma','RegParam','ThreshFactor','DecompL
evels'},...
'Input parameters for WaRD',[1 1 1 1],...
pars);
end
for ipar=l :length(pars)
pars{ipar} = str2num(pars{ipar});
end
function Xward = Doit(y,H,pars);
sigma = pars{l};
RegParam = pars{2};
ThreshFactor = pars{3};
DecompLevels = pars{4};
N = length(y);
% compute the Tikhonov regularization parameter RegParam
%RegParam = 0.05*sigma^2*N*(H(1)^2)/(norm(y(:) -mean(y(:))) ^ 2 )
% A wavelet basis is required. Choose a sufficiently large supp
ort.
WaveletFilt= daubcqf(10,'min');
% Regularized inversion in FORWaRD.
RegInv = conj(H) ./ ( abs(H).^2 + RegParam);
xRegNoisy = real(ifft(RegInv .* fft(y)));
% Calculate the variances of the noise at different levels
% this is the only memory intensive and slow step! if you can
% change this, then it will be great!
[SRdwtRegInvH, WRdwtRegInvH] = mrdwt(real(ifft(RegInv)),Wavelet
Filt,DecompLevels);
RdwtRegInvH = [SRdwtRegInvH(:); WRdwtRegInvH(:)];
clear SRdwtRegInvH WRdwtRegInvH
% Taking Wavelet transform.
[SRdwtXRegNoisy, WRdwtXRegNoisy] = mrdwt(xRegNoisy,WaveletFilt,
DecompLevels);
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RdwtXRegNoisy= [SRdwtXRegNoisy(:); WRdwtXRegNoisy(:)];
clear SRdwtXRegNoisy WRdwtXRegNoisy
% VarOrder = [VarScaling VarHighest VarBandpass];
for lev = O:DecompLevels
NoiseVarRegInvH(lev+l) = norm(RdwtRegInvH(lev*N +1:(lev+l)*N)
)*sigma;
end
for lev = O:DecompLevels
RdwtXRegDenoised(lev*N +1:(lev+l)*N) = HardTh(RdwtXRegNoisy(l
ev*N +1:(lev+l)*N),ThreshFactor*NoiseVarRegInvH(lev+l));
end
% Invert Wavelet transform
Xward = mirdwt(RdwtXRegDenoised(l:N),RdwtXRegDenoised(N+1:lengt
h(RdwtXRegDenoised)),WaveletFilt,DecompLevels);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% DiffTravelTime.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [DT,iz,TP,p,qp,qs,DDT] = DiffTravelTime(MODEL,iz,deg,i
deg0);
% This function computes the differential traveltime between th
e P and S.
% Input:
% MODEL - matrix with equal sampled velocity model
% iz - vector with dephlevels (should be integer
multiple
% of sample interval dz
% deg - slowness sdeg^-l
% ideg0 - index for the reference slowness
% Output:
% DT - differential traveltimes as a function of
z and deg
% iz - indeces in the model vector
% TP - P traveltime
% p - ray-parameter
% qp - p-slowness
% qs - s-slowness
% [DT,iz,TP,p,qp,qs] = DiffTravelTime(MODEL,z,deg);
np = length(deg);
z = MODEL(:,1);
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MODEL(:,3);
MODEL(:,4);
% test for km
if cp(1)>1000
cp
cs
end
dz
% Compute the weird slowness
r
P
i)./
% Compute the slownesses
qp
p.^2));
qs
p.^2));
cp/1000;
cs/1000;
z(2)-z(1);
6371-z;
(vec2mat(deg.',length(r)).'*180/p
vec2mat(r,np);
real(sqrt(vec2mat(cp.^(-2),np)
real(sqrt(vec2mat(cs. ^ (-2),np)
% Compute the cummulative traveltime TP
TP = cumsum(qp*dz);
TS = cumsum(qs*dz);
DT = TS - TP;
% Select according the indices
DT
TP
p
qp
qs
DDT
DT(iz,:);
TP(iz,:);
p(iz,:)
qp(iz, : );
qs(iz,:);
zeros(size(DT));
% If necessary compute
if nargin>3,
DDT
end
the relative differences
DT-vec2mat(DT(:,idegO),size(DT,2));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% InverseExtrapolate.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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function [y] = InverseExtrapolate(x,t,dt)
% This function computes shifts in the Fourier domain.
% Input:
% x - data to be shifted
% t - vector with the shifts
% dt - sample interval
% Output:
% y - shifted data in the time domain
% [y] = FShift(x,t,dt)
% Do FFT when necessary
if isreal(x),
fx
nt
fx
else
fx
nt
end
np
fft(x);
size(x,l);
fx(l:nt/2+1,:);
x;
2*size(x, 1) -2;
size(x,2);
% Fill the omega vector
(0:(nt/2)).*(2*pi/(nt*dt));
(om).';
(vec2mat(om,np));
% Apply the shift
y
size(fx,l)).');
% Do the IFFT
fx .* exp(i *om .* vec2mat(t.',
[y(l:nt/2,:) ;real(y(nt/2+1,:))
conj(y(nt/2:-l:2,:))];
real(ifft((y)));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% PreStackMigrate.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [yl,y2,z,mpars] = PreStackMigrate(MODEL,x,iz,deg,d
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t,mpars,clean,ideg0)
% Usage [y] = Migrate(MODEL,x,z,deg,dt,mpars,inter)
% This function migrates the converted phases. Depending on whe
ther ideg0
% is specified shifts are being applied in absolute or relative
sense
% Input:
% MODEL - matrix with equal sampled velocity model
% x - data
% iz - vector with dephlevels (should be integer mu
Itiple
% of sample interval dz)
% for length(z)=l it runs automatically in int
eractive
% mode
% deg - slowness sdeg^-1
% dt - sample interval
% mpars - Wavelet Thresholding Paramters
% - window width
% - hard threshold
% - # of vanishing moments wavelet
% inter - 1 interactive
% clean - Denoise
% ideg0 - index for the reference slowness
% Output:
% y - image
% mpars- migration parameters
% Handle the interactive stuff
if length(iz)==l, inter=l;else inter=0;end
if inter,
if isempty(mpars{l}),
mpars{l} = 128; % window width
mpars{2} = 1; % low freq cutoff
mpars{3} = 3; % # of vanishing moments wavel
et
end
if clean,
for ipars=l:length(mpars)
mpars{ipars}=num2str(mpars{ipars});
end
mpars = inputdlg({'Window Width','Low Freq Cutoff','# of
Vanishing Moments'},...
'Input parameters for Wavelet Denoising'
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,[1 1 1 ],mpars);
% mpars = inputdlg({'Window Width','Hard Threshold', '# of
Vanishing Moments' },...
% 'Input parameters for Wavelet Denoising'
[1 1 1 ],mpars);
for ipars=l: length(mpars)
mpars{ipars}=str2num(mpars{ipars});
end
end
end
if isempty(mpars),
mpars{1} = 128; % window width
mpars{2} = 1; % low freq threshold
mpars{3} = 3; % # of vanishing moments
end
% Prepare the Wavelet Filter
if clean,
qmf = MakeONFilter('Battle' ,mpars{3});
end
np = size(x,2);
z = MODEL(:,1);
dz = z(2)-z(1);
nz = length(iz);
nt = size(x,l);
% Caculate the Differential Traveltimes and make sure that you
calculate
% them from the surface down.
% Do FFT of the data
nf = length(x)/2+1;
x = fft(x);
x = x(l:nf,:);
yl = zeros(nz,np);
y2 = zeros(nz,np);
% Compute the traveltimes
if nargin>7,
[DT,iz,TP,p,qp,qs,DDT] = DiffTravelTime(MODEL,iz,deg,idegO)
degs = ideg0;
else
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[DT,iz,TP,p,qp,qs,DDT] = DiffTravelTime(MODEL,iz,deg);
degs = l:size(DT,2);
end
% Do the main layer loop
for i=l:nz
disp(['Depthlevel z = ' num2str(z(iz(i))) ' of ' num2str(z(
iz(end)))]);
% Do the Inverse Extrapolation
X = InverseExtrapolate(x,DT(i,degs)+DDT(i,:),dt);
% Take out the window
X = fftshiftflex(X);
X = X(nf-mpars{l}/2+1:nf+mpars{l}/2,:);
X = fftshiftflex(X);
Y = zeros(size(X));
wc = zeros(size(X,2));
ws = zeros(size(X,2));
% Clean Up with Wavelet Denoising
if clean,
for ic = l:mpars{l}
[x2,coef] = NormNoise(X(ic,:),qmf); % normaliz
e the noise
wc = FWT_PO(x2,l,qmf); % do WT
ws = MultiVisu(wc,mpars{2}); % do thres
holding
Y(ic,:) = IWT_PO(ws,l,qmf)/coef; % do IWT a
nd rescale
end
else
Y = X;
end
% Image by applying the imaging condition
yl(i,:) = Image(Y,qp(i,:));
y2(i,:) = Image(X,qs(i,:));
end
% Plot the intermediate result prior to Stack
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ReceiverStack.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [y,DT,dy,DDT] = ReceiverStack(MODEL,x,iz,deg,dt,id
egO)
% Usage: [y,DT,dy,DDT] = ReceiverStack(MODEL,x,iz,deg,dt,ideg0)
computes the
% absolute receiver function stack in time. When ideg0 is defin
ed it also
% computes the relative stack
% Input:
% MODEL - matrix with equal sampled velocity model
% x - data aligned according to P iz - vector
% with dephlevels (should be integer multiple
of
% sample interval dz
% deg - slowness sdeg^-1
% dt - temporal sample interval
% ideg0 - index for the reference slowness
% Outputs
% y - absolute or relative stacked data at origin
% DT - absolute differential traveltimes used for t
he stack
% dy - relative stacked data
% DDT - relative differential traveltimes
np = size(x,2);
z = MODEL(:,l);
dz = z(2)-z(l);
nz = length(iz);
nt = size(x,l);
% Caculate the Differential Traveltimes and make sure that you
calculate
% them from the surface down.
% Relative or not
if nargin>5 %%%%%%%%% RELATIVE %%%%%%%%%%%%%
[DT,iz,TP,p,qp,qs,DDT] = DiffTravelTime(MODEL,iz,deg,idegO);
y = zeros(nz,nt);
dy = zeros(nz,nt);
for i=l:nz
disp(['Depthlevel z = ' num2str(z(iz(i))) ' of ' num2str(z(
iz(end)))]);
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% Do the Inverse Extrapolation
X = InverseExtrapolate(x,DDT(i,:),dt);
% Save the stack in y
y(i, :)
y(i,:)
),dt)';
dy(i,:)
end
= sum(X')/size(X,2);
= InverseExtrapolate(y(i,:)',DT(i,idegO
= sum(X')/size(X,2);
= fftshift_flex(y')';
se %%%%%%%%% ABSOLUTE %%%%%%%%%%%%%
[DT,iz,TP,p,qp,qs,DDT] = DiffTravelTime(MODEL,iz,deg);
y = zeros(nz,nt);
dv = zeros(nz,nt);
for i=l:nz
disp(['Depthlevel z = ' num2str(z(iz(i)))
iz(end)))]);
' of ' num2str(z(
% Do the Inverse Extrapolation
X = InverseExtrapolate(x,DT(i,:),dt);
X = fftshift_flex(X);
% Save the stack in y
y(i,:) = sum(X')/size(X,2);
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% headinfo.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [dist,azim,deg,lat,lon,depth,date,origin] = headinfo(f
ile)
% [sig,nbtrc,npoints,delta,dist,azim] = headinfo(file)
fheader = strcat(file,'.QHD');
fdata = strcat(file,'.QBN');
fih = fopen(fheader,'r');
fid = fopen(fdata,'r');
il=l;
a{il}=fgetl(fih);
while a{il}~=-l
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el
(
il = il+1;
a{il} = fgetl(fih);
end;
nb = il-i;
for il = 2:nb
lin = a(il};
j = 1;
ch = ";
while strcmp(ch,'l') == 0
ch = lin(j);
j = j+1;
end
n=lin(l:j-2);
nl = str2num(n);
end
entete=a{l};
compteur = zer os(nl,l);
for il = 2:nb
lin = a{il};
11 = length(lin);
j = 1;
ch = ";
while strcmp(ch,' I') == 0
ch = lin(j);
j = j+1;
end
n = lin(l:j-2);
nl = str2num(n);
compteur(nl) = compteur(nl)+l;
if 11>3 & compteur(nl) == 1
tab{nl} = lin(j:ll);
end
if 11>3 & compteur(nl) > 1
tab{nl} = strcat(tab{nl}
end
end
for il = 1:nl
11 = length(tab{il});
str = tab{il};
cpt = 1;
while isempty(str) == 0
[champ{il,cpt},str] = strtok
,lin(j:11));
(str, ' ~ ');
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if isempty(champ{il,cpt}) == 0
a = champ{il,cpt};
a = a(abs(a)~=32);
il;
cpt;
if length(a) ==3
champ{il,cpt} = a;
'Im in the loop';
type = champ{il,cpt}(l:1);
nt = champ{il,cpt}(2:3);
break;
%champ{il,cpt} = champ{il,cpt}(abs(champ{il,cpt})~=32)
end
champ{il,cpt} = a;
type = champ{il,cpt}(l:1);
nt = champ{il,cpt}(2:4);
champ{il,cpt} = champ{il,cpt}(abs(champ{il,cpt})~=32);
if type == 'L' & nt == '001'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt});
len(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(6:11));
end
if type == 'R' & nt == '000'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt});
dt(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(6:11));
end
if type == 'R' & nt == '011'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt});
dis(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(6:11));
end
if type == 'R' & nt == '012'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt});
azi(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(6:11));
end
if type == 'R' & nt == '018'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt});
deg(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(6:11));
end
if type == 'R' & nt == '014'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt});
depth(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(6:11));
end
if type == 'R' & nt == '016'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt});
lat(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(6:11));
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end
if type == 'R' & nt == '017'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt});
lon(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(6:11));
end
if type == 'S' & nt == '021'
11 = length(champ{il,cpt});
str;
if 11 ==5
11;
[champ{il,cpt},str] = strtok(str,'~ ');
champ{il,cpt};
heu(il) = str2double(champ{il,cpt}(12:13));
min(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(15:16));
sec(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(18:19));
continue %break;
end
heu(il) = str2double(champ{il,cpt}(18:19));
min(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(21:22));
sec(il) = str2num(champ{il,cpt}(24:29));
%break;
end
if type == 'S' & nt == '024'
champ{il,cpt);
11 = length(champ{il,cpt});
str;
if 11 ==5
[champ{il,cpt},str] = strtok(str,'~ ');
date = (champ{il,cpt}(1:10));
origin=champ{il,cpt}(13:20);
break;
end
date = (champ{il,cpt}(6:16));
origin = (champ{il,cpt}(18:25));
break;
end
cpt = cpt+l;
end
end
end
delta = dt(1);
dist = dis(1);
azim = azi(1);
deg = deg(1);
nbtrc = nl;
npoints = len;
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% this is
lat
lon
depth
%origin
the new items I added
= lat(l);
= lon(1);
= depth(l);
= origin_time;
tdeb = zeros(1,3);
ndeb = zeros(1,3);
ndec = zeros(l,3);
nlen = zeros(1,3);
tdeb(:) = 3600.*heu(:)+60.*min(:)+sec(:);
ndeb(:) = floor(tdeb/delta);
[nref,I] = max(ndeb);
ndec(:) = nref-ndeb(:);
nlen(:) = npoints(:)-ndec(:);
[npmax,I2] = min(nlen);
sigt = zeros(nbtrc,max(npoints));
sig = zeros(nbtrc,npmax);
for il = l:nl
sigt(il,1:npoints(il)) = fread(fid,npoints(il),'float')';
sig(il,l:npmax) = sigt(il,l+ndec(il):ndec(il)+npmax);
end
npoints(:) = npmax;
fclose(fih);
fclose(fid);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% AAAheaderinfo.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
PathName ='.'
if -exist('dfiles'),
FileNames = cell(l);
[dfilename, dpathname] = uigetfile([PathName '/*.names'],
'Pick the file with Q fi
lenames');
dfiles
,'%s');
end
ntr
= textread([dpathname '/' dfilename]
= length(dfiles);
% ntr =4;
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fid = fopen('table.txt','w');
for itr = 1:ntr
dfiles{itr},itr
[dist,azim,deg,lat,lon,depth,date,origin] =
headinfo([dpathname '/' dfiles{itr}]);
fprintf(fid,'\n%i&%s&%s&%6.2f&%6.2f&%4.2f&%3.2f&%3.2f\\\\
itr,date,origin,dist,azim,lat,lon,depth);
end
fclose(fid);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% mapstationevents.m %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% This is a script to plot the stations and the events we
% used in processing. It uses a modified version of headinfo
% to read in the event locations. The station locations came
% from the F-Net website and Chevrot 1999 receiver function
% paper.
clear all;
close all;
% CAN station event maps
% CAN station location
can_loc = [-35.32 149.00];
worldmap([-85 55],[60 -110])
can_aa = plotm(can_loc(l), can_loc(2),'^k');
% load in file name with header list
PathName ='/cassowary/data30/hcox/Disco/Data/FCN/.'
if ~exist('dfiles'),
FileNames = cell(l);
[dfilename, dpathname] = uigetfile([PathName '/*.names']
'Pick the file with Q filenames');
dfiles = textread([dpathname '/' dfilena
me],'%s');
end
ntr = length(dfiles);
% initialize the lat and lon vectors
LAT = zeros(ntr,l);
LON = zeros(ntr,l);
% ntr = 1;
% read in event locations
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for itr = 1:ntr
dfiles{itr},itr
[dist,azim,deg,lat,lon,depth,date,origin] =
headinfo([dpathname '/' dfiles{itr}]);
% LAT(itr) = lat;
% LON(itr) = lon;
can_ev = plotm(lat,lon,'ob')
% make the great circle paths for the events
[longclatgc,delta]=grcircle2([can_loc(2)*pi/180 can_loc(
1)*pi/180], ...
[lon*pi/180 lat*pi/180],100);
cangc = plotm(longclatgc(:,2)*180/pi,longclatgc(:,l)*
180/pi,'r')
end
% title info
title('CAN event map')
xlabel('longitude')
ylabel('latitude')
print -depsc /quake/datal2/hcox/PLOTS/CANeventmap.eps
% end CAN plotting
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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